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Vpliv harmoničnega konteksta na zaznavo razreda tonskih
višin
IZVLEČEK
Magistrska naloga obravnava fenomen zaznavanja razreda tonskih višin (RTV). Toni, ki
imajo enak RTV (med seboj so zamaknjeni za oktavo) vzbujajo močno zaznavno podobnost.
Raziskav, ki bi obravnavale, kako ljudje prepoznavajo RTV, ko so toni umeščeni v
harmonični kontekst, je izredno malo. Z raziskavo smo preverili, kako udeleženci (glasbeniki
in ne-glasbeniki) presojajo enakost RTV, kadar sta dva zaporedna tona predstavljena brez
konteksta in kadar sta umeščena v harmonični kontekst različnih tipičnih progresij durovih in
molovih akordov. Prepoznavanje enakosti RTV smo merili s pogostostjo napak in
reakcijskimi časi.
Ugotovili smo, da prisotnost harmoničnega konteksta zmanjša točnost in hitrost presojanja
enakosti RTV samo pri glasbenikih. Kadar so toni z istim RTV postavljeni v enak kontekst,
udeleženci točneje in hitreje prepoznavajo njihove RTV kot kadar so umeščeni v različen
kontekst. Kadar so toni z različnim RTV umeščeni v enak kontekst, udeleženci pri
prepoznavanju enakosti delajo več napak in njihovi reakcijski časi so daljši kot kadar so
umeščeni v različen kontekst.
Glede na ugotovitve sklepamo, da posamezniki ton in kontekst zaznavajo kot celoto in da
napačne odgovore in daljše reakcijske čase pri nalogi prepoznavanja enakosti RTV
opredeljuje neskladnost ujemanja RTV tonov in konteksta. Odgovori so pravilnejši in hitrejši,
kadar je odnos med kontekstoma enak odnosu med RTV tonov (konteksta sta enaka in RTV
tonov sta enaka; konteksta sta različna in RTV tonov sta različna). Odgovori so počasnejši in
več napak se pojavlja, kadar se odnos med kontekstoma in odnos med RTV tonov razlikujeta
(konteksta sta enaka, RTV tonov sta različna; konteksta sta različna, RTV tonov sta enaka).
KLJUČNE BESEDE:
Zaznavanje tonov, tonska višina, razred tonske višine, oktavna ekvivalenca, oktavna
generalizacija, harmonični kontekst.
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The Effect of Harmonic Context on the Perception of Pitch
Class
ABSTRACT
Master thesis deals with the phenomenon of pitch class (PC) perception. Tones separated by
an octave have the same PC and exhibit strong perceptual similarity. So far, very little
research has been published on how harmonic context influences the perception of pitch class.
We investigated how subjects (musicians and non-musicians) judge whether two sequentially
presented tones have the same PC when they are presented without context and when they are
presented within a harmonic context of common major and minor chord progressions. The
recognition of PC equivalence was measured with accuracy rates and reaction times.

The study revealed that the presence of a harmonic context decreases the accuracy and speed
of recognition of PC equivalence of two tones, but only for musicians. When tones that
belong to the same PC are placed in the same context, subjects make faster and more accurate
judgements about PC equivalence, in comparison to when they are placed in a different
context. When tones that belong to a different pitch class are placed in the same context,
subjects make more errors and their reaction times are longer in comparison to when they are
placed in a different context.
According to our findings, we assume that subjects perceive the tone and the context as a
gestalt and that the inconsistency of tones’ and contexts’ equivalence underlies the errors and
longer reaction times in the recognition of PC. Answers are more accurate and faster when the
relationship between contexts is the same as the relationship between the PC of tones (both
contexts and tones are the same, or both contexts and tones are different). Answers are slower
and more errors occur when the relationship between contexts is not the same as the
relationship between tones (contexts are the same but tones are different, or contexts are
different but tones are the same).
KEY WORDS:
Pitch perception, pitch height, pitch class, octave equivalence, octave generalization,
harmonic context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Senses allow us to perceive the world around us. The so-called “traditional” senses enable us
to see, hear, smell, taste and touch the world around us.
It has been widely accepted that the context is crucial in interpreting the incoming stimuli and
shaping their perception to the extent that the perception of a stimulus in a context might
differ significantly from the perception of the same stimulus in isolation or a different context.
This has been extensively studied especially in research on visual perception and is often
related to visual illusions. Our understanding of how context affects auditory perception is
however rather limited (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005).
In Western music a leading melody is generally accompanied by other melodies or harmonies
produced by various instruments. It is placed in a harmonic context, that contains common
chord progressions. So far, very little research has been published on how different chord
progressions influence the perception of pitch class, which is the goal of this study.
In the theoretical part, we will at first present the role of context in perception. We will
continue by presenting the central concept of this master thesis – pitch perception – by also
explaining its dependency on some fundamental sound properties like frequency, intensity
and duration. We will also explain some other important musical terms and concepts such as
interval and octave equivalence.
Next, we will present the existing research on the perception of pitch class in terms of octave
equivalence and octave generalization. We will show that several studies, however not all,
support the idea of octave equivalence. We will have a deeper look into the research on
perception of pitch class in context settings and will outline some possible neuronal
mechanisms underlying the perception of pitch class.
In the last part, our research will be presented. First we will present the details of the method
employed, followed by a presentation of the results we obtained, and subsequently by their
interpretation and placement in a broader cognitive science frame. At the end, possible
improvements to our research methodology and applications to the musical practice and
education will be discussed.
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1.1 THE ROLE OF CONTEXT IN PERCEPTION
In this part we will focus on the role of context in perceptual processes. We will make an
analogy between visual and auditory perception and suggest what effects context might have
on auditory perception.
Our perception of the world depends mainly on two broad categories of processes: sensorydriven processes (bottom-up processes) and knowledge-based processes (top-down processes)
(Bigand & Tillmann, 2005; Eysenck & Keane, 2010). Sensory-driven processes rely solely on
the internal structure of the signal. They inform the cognitive system about the objective
structure of environmental signals, sometimes automatically. Top-down processes process
signals from “low levels (including signal detection) to more complex ones (such as
perceptual expectancies or object identification)” (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 307) and are
“influenced by factors such as the individual’s past experience and expectations” (Eysenck &
Keane, 2010, p. 640).
For accurate interpretation of signals, bottom-up processes need complete and unambiguous
information. Nevertheless, in a natural environment stimuli are usually incomplete and
ambiguous, and their “psychological meaning changes as a function of the overall context in
which they occur” (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 306). Top-down processes are in some
situations so strong, that “the cognitive system fails to accomplish a correct analysis of the
situation” (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 307).
Optical illusions are a nice example of how perception is highly context dependent. The
importance of the context in vision perception is illustrated in the following example. First, let
us compare the colors of the two patches below (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The left and right patches have the same brightness.
It is quite clear that the brightness of the two gray patches is the same. Next, let us compare
the brightness of the A and B squares from the well known optical illusion The checker
shadow illusion (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The checker shadow illusion.
In this case, even though we perceive that the brightness of the two squares is different (B
appears lighter than A), the sensory information about them is identical in both situations
(Figure 1 and 2). It is the context that shapes the way we perceive their brightness. That is a
consequence of top-down as well as low-level visual processes (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005).

Figure 3: The checker shadow illusion with additional two lines, which help us to see, that
the brightness of square A and B is the same.
Figure 3 shows the same illusion with two additional lines, which enable us to perceive that
the brightness of the squares A and B is the same.
It has been shown that the components of an object can reshape the perception of the object as
a whole (Eysenck & Keane, 2010). The influence of the context on perception has been
extensively studied not only in visual perception, but also in other domains such as speech
perception and even taste (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005). Even though some studies also
explored auditory perception, this field is much less developed, especially in the case of
nonverbal audition.
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Let us make an analogy with a previous example and convert it into a possible auditory
illusion. Visual stimuli can be defined by shape, line, color and texture. In the example
shown, color was the property we were interested in. The properties of most sounds, which
are the auditory stimuli, are pitch (high or low), duration (long – short), timbre (unique sound
of an instrument) and intensity (loud – soft) (Sundberg, 1991). We will talk more about these
properties as we proceed. But for now let us imagine that we are comparing two tones that
have the same pitch (are perceived as being equally high) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Schematic presentation of two tones that have the same pitch.
We would probably have no problems saying that they are the same in pitch (just as we had
no problems saying that both patches on the Figure 1 have the same brightness). But what if
we put each of these two tones in a different musical context (playing each tone in
accompaniment with other tones)? Will we still hear them as the same? Or will the context
reshape our perception making us identify them as different?
Just like the two squares were placed in a visual context in a previous example (Figure 2),
these two tones are placed in a musical context. We can visualize this problem as in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Schematic presentation of two tones that have the same pitch and are placed in a
context of tones with other pitches.
This is the question we are raising in this thesis. In simple words: we are interested if musical
context can reshape our perception just as context can reshape our visual perception.
Therefore, we will try to identify whether harmonic context shapes our perception of auditory
stimuli and if it does, what type of the context elicits changes in perception. We should keep
in mind that not every context changes visual perception and that this could also hold true for
auditory stimuli.
4
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Before moving to the specific hypotheses and experimental design, we first need to introduce
some basic concepts in auditory perception, such as pitch, which will provide information for
further understanding of the conducted research.
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1.2 PITCH
In simple words, pitch is what we perceive as height of a sound, and can be described as
higher or lower. Over the years, many definitions of pitch have been suggested. Some relate it
to music and make associations between pitch and musical scale. Others avoid making such
references, since it can be connected to other domains such as speech.
The definition of American Standards Association relates pitch to music and defines it as
“that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds may be ordered on a musical
scale” (ASA, 1960 in Plack & Oxenham, 2005a, p.1).
A more recent explanation of pitch, which does not refer to music, comes from an American
National Standards definition which describes it as “that attribute of auditory sensation in
terms of which sound may be ordered on a scale extending from low to high. Pitch depends
primarily on the frequency content of the sound stimulus, but it can also depend on the sound
pressure and the waveform of the stimulus” (ANSI, 1994 in Plack & Oxenham, 2005a, p. 1).
This definition refers to a frequency of a sound (as well as its sound pressure and waveform),
which can be, as we will see later on, presented on a continuum from low to high.
The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines pitch as “the perceived quality of a sound that is
chiefly a function of its fundamental frequency – the number of oscillations per second (called
Hertz, abbr. Hz) of the sounding object or of the particles of air excited by it” (Randel, 2003,
p. 661).
An important aspect of all three definitions is that they all define pitch as a sensation,
meaning that pitch does not refer to a physical attribute of a sound, even though pitch is
regarded as being higher when the sound frequencies are higher, and lower, when sound
frequencies are lower. Therefore, pitch is usually quantitatively expressed in terms of values
of their frequencies, or “indirectly by the ratios their frequencies make with some reference
frequency” (Randel, 2003, p. 661) even though pitch is not equivalent to a frequency, which
is a physical attribute.
If we want to understand what pitch is and talk about auditory perception, we need to have a
good understanding about what sound is and explain some basic terms such as frequency,
speed, timbre and loudness.
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1.2.1 Sound propagation
As we know, wind, storms, people, musical instruments and other objects produce sound.
Sound surrounds us everywhere we are. “The science of the production, propagation, and the
perception of sound” (Randel, 2003, p. 7) is called acoustics. Sound in a physical sense refers
to “mechanical vibrations or pressure oscillations of various sorts” (Randel, 2003, p. 7).
The source of the sound can be anything that produces a change in an air pressure and entail
mechanical vibration. It can be a beat on a drum membrane, or a vibration of a stretched string
or tines of the tuning fork, which causes that the surrounding air starts moving – compressing
and expanding air molecules away from the source (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Vibration of tines of tuning forks and sound propagation.
For example, a beat on a drum induces the membrane of the drum to start moving upward and
downward (similarly as tines of tuning fork on Figure 6). When it moves upward, the layer of
air particles that lie upon it is compressed, which causes the air pressure to increase. This
pressure wave is propagated to the next layers of air particles. When the drum membrane
moves downwards, the air pressure drops, and the decrease in pressure propagates to adjacent
layers of air particles (Sundberg, 1991). These changes in air pressure produce a sound wave,
which is a “distribution of overpressures and underpressures along the pathway of the
propagating sound” (Sundberg, 1991, p. 13). In other words, a sound wave contains areas
where molecules of air are denser (compressed together), and areas where molecules are not
as dense. Sound can also propagate through other compressible media, not only air and other
gasses, but also liquid or solid material. However, it cannot exist in vacuum (Randel, 2003).
7
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1.2.2 Dependency of pitch on fundamental sound characteristics
The fundamental characteristics of sound are frequency, timbre, loudness and duration. Pitch
perception depends on all of them, even though it is mostly a function of frequency.
The frequency (f) is by definition the number of oscillations that occur in each second and it is
measured in Hertz (Hz), which is a frequency unit. A value in Hertz therefore represents the
number of cycles (or oscillations) per second (Randel, 2003; Sundberg, 1991). It is the
property which mostly determines the pitch.

Figure 7: The frequency of a sound can be represented as a graph that shows variation of air
pressure with time of the vibration
A sound that makes 4 full oscillations occurring in the duration of 0.0091 seconds, that is 440
cycles per second (or Hz) which corresponds to a concert A, is produced when the tines of the
tuning fork vibrate back and forth 440 times each second. Figure 7 represents such an
oscillatory motion for a string vibrating in a particularly simple way; the associated sound is
called a pure tone, and its graph is a sine wave. The frequency of a pure tone determines its
pitch; higher frequencies therefore correspond to higher pitches (Randel, 2003).
A pure tone can be “regarded as the fundamental building block of sounds” (Plack &
Oxenham, 2005b, p. 8). Almost all musical sounds in the environment, such as vowel sounds
and the sounds produced by tonal musical instruments, actually have much more complex
waves then the one on the Figure 7. “A complex tone can be defined as any sound with more
than one frequency component that evokes a sensation of pitch” (Plack & Oxenham, 2005b,
p. 13). Fourrier’s theorem states “that any complex waveform can be produced by summing
pure tones of different amplitudes, frequencies, and phases” (Plack & Oxenham, 2005b, p. 8).
Such sound waves of a complex tone can be represented in graph as the sum of individual
sine waves, like on the Figure 8 (c is a sum of a and b).
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Figure 8: A complex tone is a sum of individual sine waves (graphs F0, F1, F2).
Complex tones can be divided into two groups - periodic (or harmonic) complex tones, and
aperiodic (or inharmonic) complex tones. A periodic complex tone consists of a series of
harmonics with frequencies at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency (F0) (as in
Figure 8; F0=100Hz, F1=2F0=200 Hz, F2=3F0=300Hz). Periodic complex tones have
harmonic partials, whereas aperiodic complex tones have inharmonic partials (Hartmann,
1997). “Harmonic partials tend to fuse together to make an integrated perceptual entity.
Inharmonic partials tend to segregate and be heard out individually” (Hartmann, 1997, p.
117).
Individual frequencies that together make a certain complex tone with its particular timbre
(tone color; quality of the sound that distinguishes one instrument from another) are called
partial frequencies or partials. Timbre is therefore largely, though not exclusively, a function
of the relative strengths of the partials present in the sound (Randel, 2003, p. 899).
Loudness depends on the wave's amplitude (or sound pressure, intensity). Loudness is the
perceptual construct while amplitude is a physical construct. The greater the sound amplitude,
the louder the perceived sound. Sound intensity is measured in decibels (dB). The decibel
system is based on the logarithmic scale (IEEE, 2000). Human perception of the sound
pressure is not linear – human hearing is more sensitive to some frequencies than others and
we perceive certain tone frequencies louder than others (Hartmann, 1997).
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As we already mentioned, pitch is a perceived property which is closely connected to the
physical concept of frequency, but also with other sound properties like intensity (Sundberg,
1991). The intensity can affect pitch perception. In general, when frequencies get higher in
amplitude, high frequencies are relatively stable in pitch, but low frequencies drop in pitch.
The intensity, however, does not seem to influence the pitch at middle frequencies (Figure 9)
(Sundberg, 1991).

Figure 9: With increasing loudness, high frequencies are relatively stable in pitch (c, d), but
low frequencies drop in pitch (a, b).
Pitch can be also influenced by the duration of a tone. For a clear sense of a pitch, a tone must
be presented for at least 10-60 ms (also depends on frequency; see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: The required duration of different frequencies in order to achieve a clear sense of
pitch. For instance, for a clear sense of pitch, 200 Hz sound must be presented for at least 20
ms.
The perception of pitch can also be affected by inharmonicity in the waveform, by the
physical relationship between auditor and sound source, by the structure of the ear, and by
habitual expectations (Randel, 2003, p. 661). However, pitch is mostly determined by the
fundamental frequency.
Humans are sensitive to frequencies on a large frequency range. Unimpaired ears can detect
frequencies from 16 Hz to ca. 20.000 Hz, or even 25.000 Hz for young people and 10.000 Hz
for those over 40 (Randel, 2003). Even though human ears are sensitive to this wide range of
frequencies, frequencies that evoke pitch are more limited. For broadband harmonic complex
tones (in cosine phase), the lower level of pitch is about 32 – 40 Hz. It is interesting that 32
Hz is close to the lowest note on most pianos (A0, 27.5 Hz) (Pressnitzer, Patterson, &
Krumbholtz, 2001). Research by Russoo, Cuddy, Galembo and Thompson (2007) revealed
that the sense of tonality, which is strongly connected to a clear sense of pitch, significantly
changes across frequency continuum. Sensitivity to tonality dramatically decreases in lower
pitch regions (around 19-77 Hz) and moderately in upper pitch regions (around 622 – 22.000
Hz).
Pitch is important for music appreciation. It is particularly responsible for melody recognition
(Shofner, 2005). In music, pitch differences are usually expressed in units called semitones.
The Western musical scale consists of 12 semitonal steps within one octave, which are
repeatedly presented across octaves at different pitch heights (Deutsch, 1987). We perceive
all semitones to roughly correspond to the same frequency distance. But actually, if we mark
semitonal steps on a frequency scale, we see that the change in frequency again follows a
11
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logarithmic pattern. One semitone upwards represents a change in frequency by
approximately 1.06 (Deutsch, 1999). Doubling the frequencies raises the pitch by one octave
(Figure 11) (Randel, 2003).

Figure 11: Graphical representation of frequencies of tones separated by an octave
(Example: A tones in different octaves).
Now that we have clarified some important musical concepts, we shall have a look at two
important aspects of pitch – pitch class and pitch height.
1.2.3 Two dimensions of pitch: Pitch class and pitch height
Pitch consists of two components: pitch height (or “overall pitch level”) which defines a
position of a tone on a continuum from high to low, and tonality (“tonal quality” or “tone
chroma”), that defines the position of a tone within an octave (Shepard, 1964). Tone chroma
can also be defined as pitch class (Deutsch, 1986). Pitches that belong to the same class are
considered without a “reference to the octave or register in which it [they] occurs” (Randel,
2003, p. 663).
Pitch can be described as a helix that makes one turn per octave (Figure 12). Pitch class
corresponds to the circular dimension of a helix, while pitch height corresponds to the vertical
dimension (Deutsch, 1986). Thus, tones that have the same pitch class are standing in close
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spatial proximity (Shepard, 1964) and are judged as closely similar in musical context
(Krumhansl, 1979).

Figure 12: Pitch as a helix. Vertical dimension presents pitch height while circular dimension
presents pitch chroma.
Pitches can be labeled in different ways. They can be labeled by a number, that represents the
frequency in Hertz (e.g. 440 Hz). Another scientific pitch notation system that is using letters
and numbers is known as Helmholtz pitch notation (Feezel, 2011). Notes are labeled upwards
from C0 (16 Hz C) towards C1 (32 Hz C) and so on. The letter represents a pitch class, but
the number corresponds to the octave in which it occurs.
In Western tonal music there are 12 pitch classes (as there are 12 semitones in each octave):
C, C# (or Db), D, D# (or Eb), E, F, F# (or Gb), G, G# (or Ab), A, A# (or Bb), B.
The relationship between two pitches is called an interval (Randel, 2003). In Western tonal
music, there are 12 semitonal steps within each octave. If we take one of those semitones and
make relationships with all the other tones, we get 12 intervals. Pairs of tones that have the
same pitch class form an interval of a unison (pitch height is also the same) or octave
(different pitch height). The fundamental frequencies of octave tones stand in a ratio of 2:1
(Table 1).
Interval
Unison
Minor Second
Major Second
Minor Third
Major Third
Perfect Fourth
Perfect Fifth

Frequency ratio
1:1
16:15
9:8
6:5
5:4
4:3
3:2

Example of an interval with frequencies
C4 – C4 (261.63Hz: 261.63Hz)
C4 – Db4 (261.63 Hz: 277.18 Hz)
C4-D4 (261.63 Hz: 293.66 Hz)
C4-Eb4 (261.63 Hz: 311.13 Hz)
C4-E4 (261.63 Hz: 329.63 Hz)
C4-F4 (261.63 Hz: 349.23 Hz)
C4-G4 (261.63 Hz: 392.00 Hz)
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Minor Sixth
Major Sixth
Minor Seventh
Major Seventh
Octave
Double Octave
Triple Octave

8:5
5:3
7:4
15:8
2:1
4:1
8:1

C4-Ab4 (261.63 Hz: 415.30 Hz)
C4-A4 (261.63Hz: 440Hz)
C4-Bb4 (261.63 Hz: 466.16 Hz)
C4-B4 (261.63 Hz: 493.88 Hz)
C4-C5 (261.63 Hz: 523.25 Hz)
C4-C6 (261.63 Hz: 1046.50 Hz)
C4-C7 (261.63 Hz: 2093.00 Hz)

Table 1: Intervals, their frequency ratios (according to just intonation) and examples of those
intervals with frequencies.
“Two intervals that form an octave when added together are complements of one another, and
the inversion of an interval is its complement” (Randel, 2003, p. 414). Thus, the inversion of
a perfect fifth (e.g., C-G) is a perfect fourth (G-C), and these two intervals complement each
other in that they form an octave when added together (C-G+G-C=C-C). This element of
inversion comes from the phenomenon called octave equivalence, “according to which
pitches separated by one or more octaves are perceived in some sense equivalent” (Randel,
2003, p. 414).
1.2.4 Processing of pitch
So far, we have described what pitch is and explained its dependency on some fundamental
sound characteristics - frequency, timbre, loudness and duration. In the last part we have
shown two important aspects of pitch – pitch height and pitch class, and pointed out the
importance of octave interval. In the next few paragraphs we will briefly describe
neurological mechanisms of frequency processing and show that different parts of the brain
are responsible for processing of pitch class and pitch height.
Ear is the sense which is responsible to detect sound vibrations. The ear can be divided into
three parts: the outer ear (the pinna and the auditory canal), the middle ear (tympanic
membrane or eardrum, and ossicles - stapes, incus, malleus) and the inner ear (oval window,
cochlea, and the vestibular system) (Sundberg, 1991).
Air pressure enters the ear trough the auditory canal and forces the eardrum to start vibrating
in synchrony with air vibrations. In the middle ear those vibrations are transferred and
transducted to mechanical vibrations via ossicles, where they are also amplified. In the inner
ear the mechanical vibrations are transformed into hydrodynamic impulses - ossicles move
the oval window, which consequently moves the fluid in the inner ear and finally the hair
cells of the cochlea, where vibrations are transformed into nerve impulses. Those impulses are
transferred and processed by a series of nuclei in the brain stem (cochlear nucleus, superior
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olivary nucleus, inferior colliculus). The output from those nuclei goes to the medial
geniculate nucleus in thalamus. The thalamus finally projects to the auditory cortex (Bear,
Connors and Paradiso, 2007).
Sound frequency is decoded through many stages. The first analysis is made in the cochlea at
the basilar membrane, which is responsible for spectral sound analysis. Each hair cell on the
basilar membrane responds to a limited range of frequencies. The base of the basilar
membrane is sensitive to higher frequencies, while the apex is sensitive to lower frequencies.
From here the information about the frequency spectrum of the sound is sent through the
auditory nerve to the brain. In the auditory nerve and most of the auditory nuclei, the tonotopy
from the basilar membrane is preserved (Bear, Connors and Paradiso, 2007).
The next stages of frequency processing occur in the primary auditory cortex, which is also
tonotopically organized. In the secondary auditory cortex, a more complex analysis of the
frequency is done - the relations between perceived frequencies are being defined (Winter,
2005).
We have described how the sound frequency is processed, but that does not explain if
different brain mechanisms underlie the processing of pitch class and pitch height. An fMRI
study by Warren, Uppenkamp, Patterson and Griffiths (2003) showed that different brain
parts are responsible for processing the two dimensions of pitch. Previous human fMRI
studies showed that pitch is processed in regions beyond primary auditory cortex. Those
studies showed that the primary auditory cortex is activated similarly when processing noise
or pitch and that the secondary auditory cortex shows a greater activity when pitch is
processed. However, they did not differentiate between pitch class and pitch height. With this
study, the authors (Warren et. al, 2003) presented evidence supporting the idea of two
dimensions of pitch. They showed that pitch class and pitch height have different
representations in the human auditory cortex and that the anterior temporal lobe (anterior to
primary auditory cortex) is important in processing pitch class, whereas pitch height is
processed in the posterior temporal lobe (posterior to primary auditory cortex).
In the next chapter we will talk more about the interval of the octave and present studies that
were exploring the phenomenon of octave equivalence and the related phenomenon of octave
generalization. The topic will be discussed within the frame of pitch class perception.
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1.3 PERCEPTION OF PITCH CLASS
In this part we will focus on the perception of pitch class. Firstly, we will talk about octave
equivalence, the concept according to which tones that have the same pitch class are
perceived as being in some way the same, and discuss its connection to octave generalization.
Next, we will present some studies, that explored perception of pitch class in context settings.
Research on pitch perception and tone relationships has often been approached from two sides
– psychoacoustics and music. Older psychoacoustic studies were based on the assumption that
pitch is “a single psychological counterpart of the single physical dimension of frequency”
(Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979, p. 579). Pitch was understood as a one-dimensional property,
as pitch height. But this one-dimensional concept of pitch does not explain why tones an
octave apart (standing in a frequency ratio of 2 : 1) are perceived as more similar, or that in
other words they have something more in common, than tones less than an octave apart
(Allen, 1967, Bachem, 1954; Beate, Stoel-Gammon & Kim, 2008; Blackwell & Schlosberg,
1943; D’Amato & Salmon, 1982; Demany & Armand, 1984; Deutsch, 1972; Dowling &
Hollombe, 1977; Hulse & Cynx, 1985; Humphreys, 1939; Kallman, 1982; Krumhansl &
Shephard, 1979; Randel, 2003; Wright, Rivera, Hulse, Shyan,& Neiwoerh, 2000).
Octave equivalence is clearly difficult to explain in terms of a one-dimensional
psychophysical scale of pitch, therefore the description of pitch as a two-dimensional property
(pitch height and pitch class) seems more appropriate, as we will see later on.
1.3.1 Octave equivalence and octave generalization
As already said, tones separated by octaves (tones that have the same pitch class) exhibit
strong perceptual similarity. This phenomenon, known as octave equivalence, is present in
many musical systems (Nettl, 1956). It is also seen in the Western musical scale naming
system, where tones separated by an octave are given the same name – a tone is first specified
by its position within an octave, and then by the octave in which it appears (e.g. E3) (Deutsch,
1999). Unison and octave intervals are considered to be harmonically interchangeable (Piston,
1941).
In Western music, as well as in other musical systems, musical scales are commonly
repeatedly presented across octaves (Deutsch, 1999). The most commonly used scale in
Western music is the major diatonic scale. It is made up out of seven of the 12 musical tones
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contained within each octave, plus an eighth tone, which is the repetition of the first one, but
an octave higher. Those tones are called do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, do and form a fixed pattern of
intervals that is repeatedly presented across octaves (Shepard & Krumhansl, 1979, p.581).
The octave obviously has a unique status in music. Whether this comes from the acoustical
properties of the octave interval (frequency ratio 1:2), or whether it is in some way learned is
an intriguing question. Some archeological evidences suggest that the diatonic scale was
already used more than 3000 years ago (Kilmer, Crocker, & Brown, 1976). Even though
scales differ from one culture to another, it seems that they all have some basic structural
features in common with the diatonic scale, which could be a sign of universal cognitive basis
(Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979). One of the most obvious basic structural features of scales is
definitely its continuous repetition of patterns across octaves.
It is a question, whether Western tonal music is a natural or an artificial language. It is
assumed that it is at least to some extent based on the physical properties of tones (such as the
octave interval), but with a purpose of creating a rich and a complex language of expression
(Bigand & Tillmann, 2005). It seems probable that syntactic-like rules of music were initially
developed in accordance to psychoacoustic properties of musical sounds, but have been
influenced by a number of other factors such as “spiritual, ideological, patriotic, social,
geographic, and economic practices” (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 311).
Animal research is a good way of exploring whether octaves and Western tonal music have its
roots in nature. A phenomenon connected to octave equivalence is octave generalization,
which describes a preserved recognition of a melody, when the frequencies of individual
notes of the melody are changed in octave steps (Shofner, 2005). In other words, the melody
is recognized, if the pitch classes of tones remain the same, even if the pitch heights of tones
are changed.
One of the early attempts to address this issue was a study conducted with rats. Blackwell and
Schlosberg (1943) trained rats to respond while presenting a 10-kHz single tone and then test
their response during presentation of other frequencies. They showed a large behavioral
response for a 10-kHz frequency, which decreased as frequencies decreased, but increased
with a 5-kHz frequency, which is exactly one octave below 10-kHz training tone. This means
that even though the rats were not trained to, they responded to the frequency that was in an
octave relationship (had the same pitch class) with the one they were trained to respond.
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Authors concluded that rats show octave generalization. Hulse and Cynx (1985) conducted an
octave generalization task with starlings – they were comparing two four-tone melodies, but
failed to show an octave generalization effect. D’Amato and Salmon (1982) demonstrated that
monkeys showed no change in behavioral performance when the tune was transposed by an
octave (pitch classes remained the same, but the pitch heights of all tones were changed by an
octave in the same direction), but showed impaired performance when the tune was
transposed by two octaves, which indicates octave generalization only for 1-octave
transpositions.
Octave generalization to childhood songs (e.g. “Happy Birthday”) and tonal melodies was
showed with rhesus monkeys (Wright, Rivera, Hulse, Shyan, Neiwoerh, 2000), but not to
random-synthetic melodies, atonal melodies or individual tones. Octave generalization was
equally strong for 1 and 2-octave transpositions, but not for 0.5 and 1.5-octave transpositions
of childhood songs.
Octave generalization was also shown on human subjects. In one experiment Deutsch (1972)
transformed the well known tune “Yankee Doodle” in three different ways. In the first version
the melody remained as the original, but was generated in three different octaves. In the
second version, the tones of the melody did not change its pitch classes, but the octave
placement of tones varied across a three-octave range. In the third version, the song was
generated as a series of clicks, thus the pitch information was removed entirely, but the
rhythm information remained as in the original. Different versions were presented to different
groups of people, who had to recognize the tune. The results showed that the untransformed
melody was universally recognized, but the second and third versions of the song were
recognized equally bad. When subjects were told, which melody they should hear and they
knew what to listen for, they were able to recognize the melody. These results imply that
subjects used pitch information to confirm, rather than to primarily recognize the tune, which
shows the importance of top-down processes.
In a similar survey Dowling and Hollombe (1977) also distorted the familiar tune “Yankee
Doodle” and others by placing successive tones in different octaves (the pitch classes of tones
remained the same, but their pitch heights were changed). The tunes were as such difficult to
recognize, although recognizability was increased when melodic contour (the pattern of
direction – ups and downs – of successive tones) was preserved.
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Experimental evidence of octave equivalence comes from people with absolute pitch (the
ability to identify or produce any musical tone without the help of any reference tone), who
sometimes make octave errors when assigning names to notes (Bachem, 1954; Baird, 1917;
Lockhead & Byrd, 1981; Ward & Burns, 1982).
In order to explore this issue, Humphreys (1939) used skin galvanometric measurements after
mild shock conditioning against one frequency. The results showed greater skin conductance
response to frequencies that were in an octave relationship with the conditioning frequency
than to slightly smaller interval relationships which indicates subconscious octave
generalization.
Research on octave equivalence with human subjects was often conducted using similarity
ratings. Kallman (1982) performed an experiment in which subjects rated the degree to which
two consecutively presented tones were similar to each other. The results did not show an
evidence of octave equivalence. In the subsequent experiments Kallman manipulated the
range of presented frequency values and found that the effect of octave equivalence is more
prominent if the height difference of two tones is kept to a minimum.
Evidence for octave equivalence was found not only with adults, but also with young children
during speech imitation tasks. In one study (Beate, Stoel-Gammon & Kim, 2008) they were
imitating nonwords and sentences presented by male voices with pitch levels below their
vocal ranges. The results showed that children were imitating the voice one octave higher,
which suggests that young children can perceive an octave relationship, which presents an
aspect of similarity in speech. Octave equivalence has been documented in even younger
children. Three-month-old babies accept the octave substitution of a tone (the changed pitch
height, but preserved pitch class), by being less surprised, comparing to when the tone is
replaced by the tone of its seventh or a ninth (Demany & Armand, 1984).
Some researchers suggest that octaves are perceived differently by musicians and nonmusicians. Allen (1967) used a subjective differential rating technique to determine
differences in octave discriminability between musical and nonmusical subjects. He showed
that in contrast to non-musicians, musicians rated octaves as more similar than other intervals,
which means that octave equivalence was strong in musicians, but almost absent with nonmusicians.
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The summary of the presented studies in this part can be found in Table 2. In the next part we
will see, how context influences the perception of pitch class.
Research

Subjects

Method

Findings

Effect
of OE/
OG

Humphreys
(1939)

Humans

Subconscious octave
generalization

Yes

Blackwell and
Schlosberg
(1943)
Bachem (1954)

Rats

Skin galvanometric
measurements after mild
shock conditioning
against one frequency
Recognition of certain
frequencies

Octave generalization shown

Yes

Assigning names to
notes

Octave equivalence shown

Yes

Recognition of
scrambled-octave
version of a well known
tune
Subjective differential
rating technique

Octave generalization for
confirmation of recognition of
a tune shown, but not
recognition itself
Octave equivalence strong in
musicians, but almost absent
with non-musicians
Octave generalization when
melodic contour of melodies is
preserved
Octave generalization for 1octave transpositions, but not
for 2-octave transposition
Octave equivalence not shown;
octave equivalence is more
pronounced if variation of two
tone height differences is kept
to a minimum
Octave equivalence shown

Partly

Octave generalization effect
not shown
Octave equivalence shown

No

Octave generalization to
childhood songs, but not to
random-synthetic melodies,
atonal melodies or individual
notes

Partly

Deutsch (1972)

Humans
with
absolute
pitch
Humans

Allen (1967)

Humans

Dowling and
Hollombe (1977)

Humans

Recognition of distorted
melodies

D’Amato and
Salmon (1982)

Monkeys

Recognition of
transposed melodies

Kallman (1982)

Humans

Similarity ratings of two
consecutively presented
tones

Demany and
Armand (1984).
Hulse and Cynx
(1985)
Beate, StoelGammon and
Kim (2008)
Wright, Rivera,
Hulse, Shyan
and Neiwoerh
(2000)

3-monthold babies
Starlings

Response to octave
substitution of a tone
Recognition of melodies

Young
children

Speech imitation tasks

Rhesus
monkeys

Recognition of melodies

Partly

Partly

Partly

Partly

Yes

Yes

Table 2: Summary of the described research about octave generalization (OG) and octave
equivalence (OE).
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1.3.2 The effect of the context on pitch class perception
The psychoacoustical approach of pitch class perception was initially more focused on the
physical properties of isolated tones (tones not being included in a musical context), such as
frequency, separation in log frequency, or ratios of frequencies (Krumhansl & Shepard,
1979). The results of such studies therefore provided information about how the ear responds
to isolated tones, or to tones in random sequences. Krumhansl and Shepard (1979) thought
that those kinds of studies were not informative enough with regard to how the listener
perceives tones in organized musical sequences and were especially interested in the
perception of pitch in context settings. Music theorists suggest that the listener’s “sensitivity
to different and structurally richer principles associated with tonal and diatonic organization”
(Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979, p. 579) may influence the perception of certain musical
sequences.
One way to explore the effect of context on the perception of pitch class was shown in
Krumhansl’s and Kessler’s (1982) experiment. In what we know as the “probe-tone” method
(Krumhansl & Shephard, 1979), a probe tone (one note of the 12 pitch classes) followed a
presentation of a short tonal context (seven notes of a key or a chord). On a seven-point scale,
participants rated the goodness of fit of the probe tone with a context (how well the probe
tone goes with the presented context). The results showed that ratings of goodness of fit of 12
pitch classes varied significantly in accordance to the context in which they were presented,
which indicates that the same pitch class can have different perceptual qualities, depending on
the context in which they occur.
If, for example, we would take two tones with the same pitch class and present them in a
different context that elicits different perceptual qualities, we could therefore expect that their
perception would be in some way different.
Pitch recognition judgments in sequential settings have been found to be vulnerable to a
variety of influences (Deutsch, 1982). It was shown that a harmonic (simultaneous
presentation of tones) and melodic (sequential presentation of tones) context influences the
perception of a pitch (Deutsch, 1974; Deutsch, 1982).
In one study, Krumhansl (1979, in Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 317) showed “that within-key
hierarchies influence the perception of the relationships between musical notes”. She
successively presented two tones that followed a short musical context. On a seven-point
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scale subjects rated the similarity degree of the two tones. The findings of the research
showed that similarity judgments of tones “depended on the musical context as well as on the
temporal order of the notes in a pair” (Bigand &Tillmann, 2005, p. 318). For example, if the
tones G and C are presented after the C major key context, they are perceived as being closer
to each other, than when they are presented in the A major key context. G and C tones are
both strong reference points, more stable, in the context of C major (G is a dominant and C is
a tonic – see below), but those two tones are not included in the A major key, consequently
they are not as referential. “This finding suggest that musical notes are perceived as more
closely related when they play a structurally significant role in the key context (i.e. when they
are tonally more stable)” (Bigand &Tillmann, 2005, p. 318).
The principle that seems to underlie those results is contextual distance: “The psychological
distance between two notes decreases as the stability of the two notes increases in the musical
context” (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005, p. 318). Psychological distance refers to the perceived
similarity of two tones - if two tones are judged as similar to one another, they are said to be
separated by a small psychological distance. Therefore, two tones that are stable in a certain
musical context are perceived to be more alike.
Tone stability is connected to the hierarchy of tones, which is one of the most important
structural principles found in music (Krumhansl & Cuddy, 2010), where certain tones serve as
“reference pitches”. Those pitches are frequently repeated in tunes, appear in musically
important positions and are often rhythmically highlighted. Those tones are considered to be
stable. In the Western music system (the dominant music of the eighteen and nineteenth
century), the most stable tones in a scale are the tonic, dominant and median (in that order).
The tonic is the first tone on the scale, and has the leading role in the hierarchy. The dominant
is the fifth tone on the scale, and the median is the third tone on the scale. Together tonic,
median and dominant form a triad (a three-tone chord). For example, in a C major scale, the C
tone is the tonic, and the C major chord (C-E-G) is the tonic triad. The tone G, which forms a
perfect fifth with C, is the dominant and G major the dominant triad. Other scale tones are
less stable (in C major, the notes D, F, A, and B), with the nonscale tones being the least
stable (in C major, the notes C#, D#, F#, G#, and A#).
Octave equivalence must therefore also be considered in terms of concepts of psychological
and contextual distances. Two tones with the same pitch class should have a small
psychological distance in the absence of context, but when presented in two different
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contexts, their psychological distance should also depend on their contextual distance. For
example, if we present a tone C1 in a C major context (C is a tonic – the most stable tone in
this context), and a tone C2 in a A minor context, where C is a median (less stable tone), the
psychological distance between them should be larger than if we present both C1 and C2
tones in a C major context, or in the absence of the context, where they are equally stable.
Another important psychological principle underlying tonal hierarchy is the contextual
identity principle: “The perception of identity between two instances of the same musical note
increases with the musical stability of the note in the tonal context” (Bigand & Tillmann,
2005, p. 319). Existence of this principle was shown by another (Krumhansl, 1979) research.
Subjects had to compare two tones that were separated by a musical sequence. She found out
that when the two tones to be compared were the same (had the same pitch class and height),
recognition of their sameness was best if the notes were the tonic according to the interfering
musical context (for example, note C in the key of C major). The recognition decreased, when
the notes were less referential to the context (for example F in C major), and worst, when the
notes were not part of the context.
An increased number of errors in pitch recognition appear in cases where the two sequential
tones being compared are placed in a melodic context. When the two tones being compared
are identical in pitch but placed in different melodic contexts, a significant increase in the
tendency to recognize them as different is observed (Deutsch, 1982). Furthermore, when
tones that differ in pitch are placed in the same melodic context, there is a significant increase
in tendency to judge them as the same (Deutsch, 1982).
It was also found that pitch recognition judgments can be substantially affected by the
harmonic context in which the tones are placed. Deutsch (1974) showed how the harmonic
context influences the perception of pitch as a function of a relational context. The subjects in
her study had to compare two sequentially presented probe tones, which were accompanied
by lower-pitched tones. In between those probe tones, six additional tones were interpolated.
She concluded that when two probe tones that differ in pitch are placed in an equivalent
relational context, that is when their accompanying tones shift in parallel direction with them
so that the relationships between tones are preserved, there is an increased tendency to judge
those probe tones as identical. When the probe tones are identical, more errors occur when the
accompanying tones do not preserve an equivalent relational context.
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Accuracy in pitch recognition judgments within sequential settings also decreases with
increasing temporal separation between the tones to be compared (Bachem, 1954; Harris,
1952; Koester, 1945).
The studies presented here show that the perception of pitch class is at least to some extent
context-dependent and that there are certain principles underlying it, such as contextual
distance, contextual identity principle and relational context, which are closely connected to
tonal hierarchy. Findings devoted to research of top-down processes in human audition are
therefore quite surprising, because there are no obvious arguments that would lead us to
believe that the perception of pitch is in any way more influenced by bottom-up processes
than by top-down processes (Bigand & Tillmann, 2005). The evidence suggests that the
perception of pitch class rely on other fundamental “psychological principles shared by other
domains of perception and cognition” (Krumhansl & Cuddy, 2010, p. 51).
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2 PROBLEM
Current research shows that the perception of pitch class is at least to some extent context
dependent. The existing research focuses on:
- the effects of context (mostly melodic) on the perception of pitch class, when tones follow
or precede such context, however the effect of placing the stimulus directly within the context
(context being presented at the same time as chords or melodies) has not been studied in
detail. Additionally, the studies focus on
- how one context effects the perception of similarity and identity of two pitches, however the
effect of two different contexts on the perception of similarity and identity of two pitches (the
case in which both of the two tones to be compared are presented within its own context) has
also not received much attention.
A research conducted by Deutsch (1974) seems to partially overcome some of these issues, as
each of the two compared tones are presented in its own context, which they are also directly
placed in. However, since in Western popular music, sequences of tones which form a melody
are generally accompanied by a harmonic context (certain chord progressions), it would be
important to evaluate how the harmonic context (different chords, unlike context comprising
of a single tone as in Deutsch’s study) in which the tones are directly placed affects the
perception of pitch class, regardless of pitch height (Deutsch focused particularly on the
influence of context on the perception of tones with the same pitch class and pitch height at
the same time).
In addition, it would be valuable to know, how one context affects the perception of the pitch
class in comparison to another context, rather than only whether the presence or absence of
context in general changes our perception.
The aim of this study was to address the two outlined research questions and by that improve
our understanding of how context in general effects the pitch class perception, as well as how
specific chord progression types influence the perception of pitch class, irrespective of the
respective pitch heights.
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3 GOAL AND HYPOTHESES
The goal of the study was to investigate if (and how) harmonic context influences the
perception of pitch class. The following hypotheses were tested:
H1: When judging whether the pitch class of two probe tones is the same, accuracy rates will
decrease and reaction times will increase when the probe tones are presented in a harmonic
context in comparison to when they are presented in the absence of a harmonic context.
H2: When judging whether the pitch class of two probe tones is the same, accuracy rates will
decrease and reaction times will increase when two probe tones of the same pitch class are
placed in a different harmonic context in comparison to when they are placed in the same
harmonic context.
Example: When the probe tone combination C-C is accompanied by an Ab major - C major
chord progression, error rates and reaction times will increase in comparison to when both
probe tones C-C are accompanied by a C major chord.
H3: When judging whether the pitch class of two probe tones is the same, accuracy rates will
decrease and reaction times will increase when two probe tones whose pitch classes are not
the same (separated by a perfect fifth) are placed in the same harmonic context, in comparison
to when they are placed in a different harmonic context.
Example: When both probe tones in a combination C-G are accompanied by a C major chord,
error rates and reaction times will increase in comparison to when they are accompanied by a
F major – C major chord progression.
H4: When judging whether the pitch class of two probe tones is the same, accuracy rates will
decrease and reaction times will increase when two probe tones belonging to the same pitch
class are placed in a different harmonic context, with one probe tone accompanied by a major
chord and the other by a minor chord, in comparison to when the chords accompanying the
probe tones are both major or minor.
Example: When the probe tone combination C-C is accompanied by a F minor – C major
chord progression, error rates and reaction times will increase in comparison to when it is
accompanied by a F major – C major chord progression.
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H5: When judging whether the pitch class of two probe tones is the same, accuracy rates will
decrease and reaction times will increase when the chords accompanying two probe tones
whose pitch classes are not the same (separated by a perfect fifth) shift in parallel with them,
so that the relationships between the probe tones and their accompanying chords are
preserved, in comparison to when the relationship between the tones is not preserved.
Example: when the probe tone combination C-G is accompanied by a F major – C major
chord progression, error rates and reaction times will increase in comparison to when it is
accompanied by an Ab major – C major chord progression.
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4 METHOD
The research is based on empirical methodology. The method used is an experiment. In the
experiment, different sequential intervals (intervals that are formed from tones with the same
pitch class and intervals that are formed from tones that differ in pitch class), consisting of a
1st and a 2nd probe tone, were presented under two conditions: session A) without harmonic
context, session B) with harmonic context. Subjects were asked to determine whether the first
and second probe tones present the same pitch class or not. Reaction times and accuracy rates
were measured.

4.1 SUBJECTS
Thirty-eight Slovenian students, nineteen musicians (mean age = 25.6 years, min = 19 years,
max = 41 years; 10 females, 9 males) and nineteen non-musicians (mean age=27.5 years, min
= 19 years, max = 45 years; 12 females, 7 males), with no history of hearing disorders signed
the informed consent to participate in 1-h session. The subjects were paid 7 EUR for
participating. All participants reported having normal hearing. For the purposes of the
experiment, musicians were subjects that had a university level of musical training. Each of
them had an extensive background of musical training (average number of years of training =
14.3 years, min = 5 years, max = 28 years) and was accepted to an academic music program
on the basis of an audition. Non-musicians had less than 2 years of formal musical training
(average number of years of training = 0.4 years, min = 0, max = 2). Subjects were selected
on the basis of obtaining a score of at least 80% correct on a Probe tone recognition accuracy
test (as explained further on). No subject reported having absolute pitch.

4.2 MATERIALS
4.2.1 Tonal stimuli
In the experiment, three different types of tones were used: probe tones, chord tones and
tones of the interrupting sound. Trials were formed from probe tones in session A and probe
tones accompanied with chord tones in session B. The interrupting sound preceded each trial
and therefore separated the trials from each other.
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All tones presented to subjects were octave spaced tones with a cosine-shaped amplitude
envelope. We used octave spaced tones, because they tend to be more salient in pitch
(Parncutt, 1990) and in order to avoid register effect (Repp, 2010). The general form of the
equation describing the envelope is based on the one used in Deutsch (1987):

“where A(f) is the relative amplitude of a sinusoid at frequency of f Hz, β is the frequency
ratio formed by adjacent sinusoids (so that for octave spacing, β = 2), γ is the number of β
cycles spanned, and fmin is the minimum frequency for which the amplitude is non-zero.
Thus, the maximum frequency for which the amplitude is non-zero is γβ cycles above fmin”
(Deutsch, 1987, p. 3).
All tones were octave-spaced. For probe tones we used a value of 6 for γ, and for chord tones
we used a value of 5 for γ. This means that probe tones consisted of 6 sinusoids (based on
Deutsch 1987; Repp, 1999) and chord tones of 5 sinusoids.
The envelope of the first probe tone was centered on 360 Hz (between F4 and Gb4). The
envelope of the second probe tone was centered at 720 Hz (between F5 and Gb5). All chord
tones were centered on 180 Hz (between F3 and Gb3). Such centering, where the peak of the
envelope is between two notes (F and Gb), ensured that all probe tones and chord tones used
in a survey had the same number of partials.
In this manner, we also improved Deutsch’s (1987) model, where she centered envelopes on
exact frequency of a tone (for instance C4). All tones except C (that she also used for her
research) had 6 sinusoids, but C actually had 7, even though she claimed all tones had 6
sinusoids.
Because the probe tones were composed of 6 partials (instead of 5 for the chord tones) and
used spectral envelopes which were centered higher, they tended to be more salient than the
chord tones, thus enabling subjects to adequately focus on them in Session B.
The spectral envelopes between the two probe tones were always centered exactly one octave
apart, regardless of the pitch chroma distance between the two probe tones. Similarly, the
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spectral envelopes between the chord tones and the first probe tone were always centered one
octave apart regardless of the pitch chroma distance between the chord tones and the first
probe tone.
The spectral envelope of first probe tones ranged from frequencies of 45 Hz – 2880 Hz and
the spectral envelope of the second probe tone spanned from 90 Hz – 5760 Hz (6 octave
range). The spectral envelope for chord tones spanned from about 31.5 Hz – 1116 Hz (5
octave range; 31.5 Hz and 1116 Hz are between tones B and C) (see Figure 13).

Figure 1: Spectral envelopes for 1st probe tones (red line), 2nd probe tones (yellow line) and
chord tones (blue line).
The use of a cosine-shaped amplitude envelope resulted in the sinusoids closer to the center of
the spectral envelope being louder than the sinusoids further from it. But the overall
amplitude of all sinusoids (sum of sinusoid’s amplitudes) for a certain octave spaced tone was
the same for all tones lying on the same envelope.
For the tones of the interrupting sound, we used the same spectral envelope as for the 1st
probe tones (also with 6 sinusoids).
Since human perception of the sound pressure is not linear – human hearing is more sensitive
to some frequencies than others and we perceive certain tone frequencies louder than others the amplitudes of the tones were additionally defined according to the A-weighted curve,
which is a revised version of the Fletcher-Munson equal-loudness contour, also used by
Thompson and Parncutt (1997). This ensured that lower frequency tones did not appear softer
because of their position in the frequency spectrum, and that higher tones did not appear
louder.
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4.2.2 Combinations of tonal stimuli in trials
Probe tone combinations in Session A
In Session A, stimuli were presented in the following order: 1st probe tone, silence, 2nd probe
tone. To reduce the number of possible combinations and to simplify the design of the study,
the two probe tones formed the following two combinations: an octave (for example C-C) and
a fifth (for example C-G). The first combination (octave) was therefore formed from tones
with the same pitch class, whereas the second combination (C-G) was formed from tones that
differed in pitch class by a distance of a perfect fifth (note that since we are using octave
spaced tones, this interval also presents a perfect fourth, which is the inversion of a perfect
fifth). From the variety of different intervals, we have chosen the perfect fifth since it is the
second-most consonant interval (following the octave) due to its small-integer frequency
ratio.
These two combinations were transposed five times (by 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 semitones), while the
centers of the spectral envelopes remained the same. This gave us 12 sequences; six of them
with both probe tones having the same pitch class (transpositions of C - C), six of them with
the probe tones separated by an interval of a perfect fifth (transpositions of C - G). In
addition, the sequential order of the G-C combination was reversed and also transposed in the
way described above. In order to have the same number of combinations of tones of the same
pitch class (C-C) and tones of different pitch class (C-G, G-C), the same pitch class
combinations (C-C) were doubled. This resulted in a total of 24 sequences in this session (6
for C-G, 6 for G-C and 12 for C-C), but we doubled them all, because we wanted to have at
least 12 repetitions of each condition in order to be able to accurately define the mean reaction
time for each condition for each participant.
The probe tone combinations in session A were the same as the ones in session B, because
this part of the experiment served as a baseline.
Probe tone – chord tone combinations in session B
In Session B, stimuli were presented in the following order: 1st probe tone, silence, 1st probe
tone accompanied by the 1st chord, silence, 2nd probe tone accompanied by the 2nd chord.
The 1st probe tone was presented twice (firstly without a chord and secondly with a chord) in
order to enable the subjects to reliably focus on the first probe tone (and not some other tone
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from the chord, since chords were sounded simultaneously as probe tones). This was not
necessary for the 2nd probe tone, since it was easily distinguishable from chord tones due to its
spectral envelope being two octaves higher than that of the chord tones.
In the same way as in session A, the two probe tones formed the following combinations:
octave (tones with the same pitch class; C-C) and perfect fifth (tones with different pitch
class; C-G). The chords accompanying the probe tones formed all the combinations between
chords where the tone C, which was always the 1st probe tone, appeared as a root, third or a
fifth of the chord (C major, C minor, Ab major, A minor, F major, F minor; Table 3) and
chords where C and G, which could be the 2nd probe tones, tone appeared as a root, third or
fifth in the same chord (C major, C minor; Table 4).

Major
Minor

Root (C)
C major
C minor

Third (C)
Ab major
A minor

Fifth (C)
F major
F minor

Table 3: Triads that have a note C as a root, third or a fifth.
Chords (triads that have G):
Major
Minor

Root (G)
G major
G minor

Third (G)
Eb major
E minor

Fifth (G)
C major
C minor

Table 4: Triads that have a note G as a root, third or a fifth. Note that only C major and C
minor triads contain notes C and G at the same time (in black).
This gave us 12 chord progressions: C maj (major) – C maj, C maj – C min (minor), C min –
C maj, C min – C min, Ab maj – C maj, Ab maj – C min, A min – C maj, A min – C min, F
maj – C maj, F maj – C min, F min – C maj, F min – C min. Each of these chord progressions
was presented with both of the probe tone combinations (C-C, C-G). Consequently there was
24 probe tone – chord progression combinations. All the combinations were also presented in
a reversed order, which gave us 48 different combinations in this session. The combinations
were reversed for the purpose of further evaluation of the direction effect.
All the 48 combinations were transposed five times (by 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 semitones), with the
centers of spectral envelopes remaining the same. All in all there were 288 sequences in this
session, which were randomly presented (according to a built in function “random” of the
Python programming language).
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Combinations of tonal stimuli in interrupting sound
The purpose of the interrupting sound, which preceded each trial, was to avoid eventual carryover effect from one trial to the next and to empty the sensory memory buffer of the
phonological loop, which holds information for about 2 seconds (Eysenck & Keane, 2010).
Bharucha’s (1986) model was the basis for the design of our interrupting sound. To minimize
the effect of the previous trial, he used a rapid sequence of 16 tones taken at random from the
frequency continuum for each trial, each lasted 125 ms, with no pause in between them (2
seconds altogether). In order to eliminate any potential priming effect in case the last two
tones of the interrupting sequence would form a consonant interval, we decided to
consecutively play three diminished seventh chords (which are ambiguous per se, because
they are formed from three minor thirds), which would cover all 12 semitones (within one
octave) in each sequence. For this purpose, 96 sequences were formed.
The following tables present these sequences. Each row represents one diminished seventh
chord; all three rows therefore represent a sequence of three chords.
There are 12 semitones in each octave. We marked each semitone with a number (C=1, C#=2,
… , B=12). The C diminished seventh chord would then be built from semitones 1, 4, 7, 10. If
we take a look at the table with step 1 (Table 5) for instance, the numbers in the second row
represent tones that are transposed by 1 semitone (transposition of 1 semitone is defined with
step 1) from the tones above them. The tones in the third row are therefore transpositions of
tones in the second row.

Table 5: Each table represents the combination of 3 diminished chord that we used for
elimination of carry oven effect (numbers from 1-12 represent tones from C – B)
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We designed the chord sequences for every possible step from 1 to 12 (because there are 12
semitones in one octave). We only used the steps (Table 5) that let us cover all 12 semitones.
Additionally, we transposed each of the remaining 8 sequences (in gray tables) 11 times (by
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 semitones). Altogether, we formed 96 (8x12) sequences, whose
purpose was to avoid an eventual carry-over effect from one sequence to the next.
4.2.3 Temporal parameters of stimuli
The duration of the probe tones and the chord tones in each trial was 1,1s (except for the
interrupting sound, as described below). The silence interval between all tones in the trials
was always 0,9s (except for the silence between the interrupting sound and the 1st probe tone
which lasted for 1s). All tones had a rise and decay time of 22ms (based on Thompson &
Parncutt, 1997).
The duration of each chord in the interrupting sound was 0.6 seconds, and the duration of the
short pauses between successive chords was 0.1 seconds.
In session A, trial had the following temporal structure: Interrupting sound (2s), silence (1s),
1st probe tone (1,1s), silence (0,9s), 2nd probe tone (1,1s).
In session B, trial had the following temporal structure: Interrupting sound (2s), silence (1s),
1st probe tone (1,1s), silence (0,9s), 1st probe tone + 1st chord (1,1s), silence (0,9s), 2nd probe
tone +2nd chord (1,1s).

Figure 14: Temporal structure of trials in Session A (upper graph) and Session B (lower
graph).
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4.2.4 Conditions
As already said, sequentially presented probe tones (tones with the same pitch class and tones
that differ in pitch class), were presented under two conditions:
-

Session A: without harmonic context (probe tones were presented without
accompanying chord progressions),

-

Session B: with harmonic context (probe tones were presented with accompanying
common chord progressions).

Within the harmonic context condition (Session B) we additionally monitored the following
three conditions:
-

Sameness of the context (same / different). If the chords accompanying probe tones
were the same for both probe tones, then the context was considered as the same; if
the chords were different, the context was considered as different.

-

Sameness of the chord quality (the same: major-major or minor-minor / different:
major-minor or minor-major). If the two chords accompanying probe tones were both
major or both minor triads, the chord quality was considered as the same; if one of the
chords was major triad and the other one minor triad, the chord quality was considered
as different.

-

Parallelism of the context progression (parallel progression / non-parallel
progression). If the chords accompanying the two probe tones shifted in parallel with
them, so that the relationships between the probe tones and their accompanying chords
were preserved, that was considered as a parallel progression; when the relationship
between the tones were not preserved, that was considered as a non-parallel
progression.

As already specified, we prepared 2 different probe tone combinations for Session A (1
combination was formed from two probe tones with the same pitch class, the second
combination was formed from two probe tones that differed in pitch class). In Session B we
used 24 different probe tone - chord progression combinations (12 chord progression
combinations for probe tones with the same pitch class; 12 chord progression combinations
for probe tones that differ in pitch class). Taking into account the direction of probe tone and
probe tone – chord progression combinations we used 52 different combinations altogether.
They are listed in Table 6, where it can also be seen how they were grouped based on the
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conditions (presence of the context, sameness of the context, sameness of context tonality,
and parallelism of the context).
Tone
combination

Chord
progression

Presence of
the context

Sameness of
context

Parallelism of
context
progression

Sameness of
context
quality

C-C
C-C
C-G
G-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
C-G
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C
G-C

None
None
None
None
C maj – C maj
C maj – C min
C min – C maj
C min – C min
Ab maj – C maj
Ab maj – C min
A min – C maj
A min – C min
F maj – C maj
F maj – C min
F min – C maj
F min – C min
C maj – C maj
C min – C maj
C maj – C min
C min – C min
C maj – Ab maj
C min – Ab maj
C maj – A min
C min – A min
C maj – F maj
C min – F maj
C maj – F min
C min – F min
C maj – C maj
C maj – C min
C min – C maj
C min – C min
Ab maj – C maj
Ab maj – C min
A min – C maj
A min – C min
F maj – C maj
F maj – C min
F min – C maj
F min – C min
C maj – C maj
C min – C maj
C maj – C min
C min – C min
C maj – Ab maj
C min – Ab maj
C maj – A min
C min – A min
C maj – F maj

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

/
/
/
/
Same
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different

/
/
/
/
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Nonparallel
Parallel

/
/
/
/
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
Different
Different
Same
Same
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G-C
G-C
G-C

C min – F maj
C maj – F min
C min – F min

Yes
Yes
Yes

Different
Different
Different

Nonparallel
Parallel
Nonparallel

Different
Different
Same

Table 1: A list of all probe tone and probe tone - chord progression combinations and their
placement according to conditions.
4.2.5 Tasks
Experimental task
When hearing the sequence of the first and second probe tone, subjects were asked to
determine (by pressing the left or right arrow key on the computer) as quickly and accurately
as possible, whether the probe tones have the same pitch class or not. Half of the participants
used the following key combination: left arrow key for “the same pitch class” and right arrow
key for “different pitch class”. The other half of the participants used left arrow key for
“different pitch class” and right arrow key for “the same pitch class”. Reaction times and error
rates were measured.
Probe tone recognition accuracy task
In order to make sure that subjects focused reliably on the probe tones instead of chord tones
during the session B, we developed the probe tone recognition accuracy test. When hearing a
sequence which comprised of the 1st probe tone, followed by the 2nd probe tone accompanied
by a chord (schematic: 1st probe tone, silence, 2nd probe tone + chord) they had to decide
whether the first probe tone is the same as the second by clicking on the left and right arrow
key. A score of at least 80% correct answers was required for further participation in the
study.
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Figure 15: Summary of stimuli presentation in each session.
Questionnaire
In the first part of the questionnaire subjects were asked about their age, gender, and possible
hearing disorders. The second part of the questionnaire contained questions about their
musical training: level of training (university etc.), years of formal musical training,
instruments played; musical talent: how well they can carry a tune, do they have an absolute
pitch. In the last part we were interested in the specific questions about the experiment, such
as strategies they used for dealing with experimental task. The whole questionnaire can be
found in the Appendix 1.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Data were collected in a quiet room, where subjects were able to perform the task without any
interruption. Sounds were presented through a Sennheiser (HD 280 pro) headset; the loudness
of the sound was adjusted to a comfortable level by each participant (around 70 dB). For the
experiment platform we used Experimenter 3.0, written in Python and designed by Tecumseh
Fitch and Jinook Oh (Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna). The
experiment was running on a HP (Pavilion dv6) computer with Windows 7 Home Premium.
Prior to the experiment, participants signed the agreement form (Appendix 2). The experiment
lasted about an hour. After the experiment a questionnaire about musical training was applied.
The structure of the experiment can be found in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: The summary of the experiment structure
In the following lines, the experiment procedure is explained in details.
4.3.1 Pre-experimental phase
The goal of the pre-experimental phase was to prepare subjects for an experiment and also to
ensure that they are suitable candidates for the experiment.
The presentation of the interrupting sound
Prior to the experiment, subjects were introduced to the interrupting sound that separated the
trials from each other. They were told not to pay attention to this sound during the experiment
and that its only purpose is to make them forget about the previous example they have just
heard (exact instructions for the experiment can be found in Appendix 3).
Probe tone recognition accuracy test
Next, the probe tone recognition accuracy of the subjects was tested. They were told what the
probe tone is and how it can be recognized when accompanied by a chord (higher pitch due to
the center of the spectral envelopes, different timbre due to the number of partials). Subjects
were given four examples, and were told whether the 1st and 2nd probe tones are the same or
not. They were the same in the first two examples and different in second two examples.
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Following this phase, they were given the same task with 10 different tone pairs and had to
decide whether the first probe tone is the same as the second.
4.3.2 Experimental phase
Session A) Without harmonic context
Subjects were initially given various examples of tones having the same pitch class and tones
that do not. They were told that tones can be either the same or different, even though the 2nd
probe tone is higher. They heard 4 pairs of trials. In each pair they first heard a trial, in which
the two tones had the same pitch class, followed by a trial in which the two tones differed in
pitch class. Both trials in each pair had the same 1st probe tone, so that subjects could directly
compare what is the same pitch class and what is not. The interrupting sound was not
presented in this part.
Next, training with feedback followed. Subjects heard 20 trials (10 when the pitch class was
the same and 10 when it was different) on which they could practice. They could press the left
or right arrow key as soon as they heard the second probe tone (that was also the point where
we started measuring the reaction time). The time limit for an answer was 3 seconds, after that
answering was not possible anymore (this was labeled as a timeout), and the subject
proceeded to the next trial. As soon as the subjects decided about the answer by pressing the
key, another sound for feedback was presented. The high, short sound was a sign for the
correct answer, and a low “buzzing” sound indicated an incorrect answer.
Following this phase, they were given the same task without a feedback, with 48 probe tone
pairs (as already specified) and had to decide whether the first probe tone was the same as the
second.
Session B) With harmonic context
Similarly as in session A, prior to the real test without a feedback participants had training
with feedback. They heard 10 trials (5 when pitch class was the same and 5 when it was
different) on which they could practice their performance. After that, they were tested with
288 trials.
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All the trials (48) from the session A were presented in a single block in random order. Trials
from the session B were presented in 12 separate blocks of 24 sequences (in random order).
Blocks were separated by a pause. Subjects could freely decide on the duration of the pause.

4.4 DATA ANALYSIS
The data was analyzed with SPSS. For testing the hypotheses we always compared the data of
two related conditions. From the Table 7 we can see the two conditions we compared for each
hypothesis and also the number of trials included in a condition.

H1
H2
H3
H4

H5

CONDITION A
Higher accuracy rates and lower
reaction times
Probe tones without a harmonic
context; 48 trials
Probe tones with the same pitch class
placed in the same context; 24 trials
Probe tones with a different pitch class
placed in a different context ; 120 trials
Probe tones with the same pitch class
placed in the same chord quality
context; 72 trials
Probe tones with a different pitch class
do not shift in parallel with a context;
120 trials

CONDITION B
Lower accuracy rates and higher
reaction times
Probe tones with a harmonic context; 288
trials
Probe tones with the same pitch class
placed in a different context; 120 trials
Probe tones with a different pitch class
placed in the same context; 24 trials
Probe tones with the same pitch class
placed in a different chord quality
context; 72 trials
Probe tones with a different pitch class
shift in parallel with a context; 24 trials

Table 2: Conditions compared in relation to a particular hypothesis.
For each condition, there were two dependent variables that we were interested in – accuracy
rates and reaction times. We have determined the accuracy rates by calculating the frequency
of the correct answers within the trials under a particular condition. Timeouts were excluded
from the analysis, because we cannot assume that all timeouts would present incorrect
answers. The number of trials in a certain condition therefore varied to some extent for each
participant. Subjects with more than 10% of timeouts in the “no context” or the “context”
condition were excluded. For mean reaction times we have calculated the mean of reaction
times for the correct answers among the trials under a particular condition.
If not otherwise stated, binomial logistic regression computed within the generalized linear
model framework (GEE) was used to test the hypotheses about the accuracy rates, since the
data we collected for accuracy rates are binomial (same/different responses).
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Before testing the hypotheses about reaction times, we tested the normality of the distribution
of two groups of dependent data that we were comparing for each hypothesis. We found that
the distribution of the data deviated significantly from a normal distribution (p < 0.05, on
Shapiro -Wilk test; see Appendix 4) for at least one condition in 3 out of 5 pairs of conditions
for reaction time (5 pairs of conditions for 5 hypotheses). Even though the data for reaction
times were not normally distributed, we used 2  2 mixed Groups Factorial ANOVA, which
is not very sensitive to moderate deviations from normality, for testing the hypotheses about
reaction times.
In both types of analysis (logistic regression for accuracy rates and ANOVA for reaction
times), the within-subject factor was Condition (for example no context vs. context); the
between-subjects factor (in ANOVA) and predictor (in logistic regression) was Training
(musicians vs. non-musicians).
For post-hoc tests, in which we run the analysis separately for musicians and non-musicians,
we used the Bonferroni correction and considered significant only those Condition effects for
which p < 0.05 / 2 = 0.025.
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5 RESULTS
The raw data that includes accuracy rates and mean reaction times for each single condition
arranged for each participant separately is listed in the Appendix 5.
Before we go on to describing and analyzing the data for the hypotheses, let us have a brief
look at the overall mean accuracy rates and reaction times in respect to subjects’ training
(musicians vs. non-musicians). From the Figure 19 we can see that musicians in general made
fewer mistakes than non-musicians and that their reaction times were shorter.

Figure 19: Graphical representation of overall mean accuracy rates (left) and mean reaction
times (right) separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of
significance: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
We used Generalized Linear Model (GLM) to compare the overall mean accuracy rates and
independent samples T-test to compare reaction times for musicians and non-musicians. The
accuracy rates differed significantly between musicians and non-musicians (χ (1) = 613.085, p
< 0.001) for accuracy rates, as well as for the reaction times (t (36) = 4.383, p < 0.001).
The more detailed comparison between musicians’ and non-musicians’ accuracy rates and
reaction times in regard to specific conditions can be found in the rest of the result section.
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5.1 The effect of the context on pitch class recognition

The effect on the accuracy rates

Figure 20: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “no context” and
“context” conditions, separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
Levels of significance: *: p < 0.025, **: p < 0.005, ***: p < 0.0005.
From the Figure 20, it can be seen that musicians in general had higher accuracy rates than
non-musicians in both the “no context” and “context” conditions. Binomial logistic regression
with Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) as a predictor and Condition (“no context” vs.
“context”) as a within subject factor yielded a significant main effect of Training (χ (1) =
58.173, p < 0.001) on accuracy rates of pitch class recognition.
We can also see that the accuracy rates were slightly lower in the “context” condition than in
the “no context” condition for musicians. For non-musicians we can see a minor increase of
correct answers in the “context” condition in comparison to the “no context” condition. The
main effect of conditions being rated was not significant (χ (1) = 2.610, p = 0.106). However,
there was a significant Condition  Training interaction (χ (1) = 7.743, p = 0.005). Post hoc
tests revealed a significant effect of Condition on accuracy rates for musicians (χ (1) = 6.525,
p = 0.011), but not for non-musicians (χ (1) = 1.313, p = 0.252).
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The effect on the reaction times

Figure 21: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “no context” and
“context” conditions, separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
From the Figure 21, it can be seen that musicians in general had shorter reaction times than
non-musicians in both “no context” and “context” conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA
with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) and Condition (”no context” vs.
“context”) revealed a significant main effect of Training (F (1, 36) = 26.416, p < 0.001) on
pitch class recognition.
We can also see that the mean reaction time in the “context” condition was higher than in the
“no context” condition for musicians, but it was lower for non-musicians, which is in contrast
with our expectations. The main effect of conditions being rated was not significant (F (1, 36)
= 0.437, p = 0.513), but the interaction Condition  Training was found to be significant (F (1,
36) = 5.850, p = 0.021). With post hoc tests we found a significant effect of Condition on
reaction times for musicians (F (1, 18) = 9.101, p = 0.007), but not for non-musicians (F (1,
18) = 1.464, p = 0.242).
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5.2 The effect of the sameness of the context on recognition of tones that belong to the
same pitch class
The effect on the accuracy rates

Figure 22: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “same pitch class, same
context” and “same pitch class, different context” conditions, separately for musicians and
non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of significance: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p
< 0.001.
From the Figure 22, it can be seen that musicians in general had higher accuracy rates than
non-musicians in both “same pitch class, same context” and “same pitch class, different
context” conditions. Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. non-musicians)
as a predictor and Condition (“same pitch class, same context” vs. “same pitch class, different
context”) as a within subject factor showed a significant main effect of Training on accuracy
rates of pitch class (χ (1) = 20.141, p < 0.001).
We can also see that for both musicians and non-musicians, the accuracy rates in the “same
pitch class, same context” condition were higher than in the “same pitch class, different
context” condition. The main effect of the Condition being rated was significant (χ (1) =
3.299, p < 0.001). There was a non-significant Condition  Training interaction (χ (1) = 3.299,
p = 0.069).
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The effect on the reaction times

Figure 23: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “same pitch class, same
context” and “same pitch class, different context” conditions, separately for musicians and
non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
We can see (Figure 23) that musicians had shorter reaction times than non-musicians in both
“same pitch class, same context” and “same pitch class, different context” conditions. A
repeated measures ANOVA with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) and
Condition (”same pitch class, same context” vs. “same pitch class, different context”)
revealed a significant main effect of Training (F (1, 36) = 19.863, p < 0.001).
For both musicians and non-musicians, the mean reaction time in the “same pitch class,
different context” condition was longer than in the “same pitch class, same context”
condition. The main effect of the Condition on reaction times was found to be significant (F
(1, 36) = 16.460, p < 0.001). The Condition  Training interaction was also found to be
significant (F (1, 36) = 4.784, p = 0.035). Post hoc tests showed that there is a significant
effect of Condition on musicians (F (1, 18) = 28.527, p < 0.0005), but not on non-musicians
(F (1, 18) = 2.286, p = 0.148).
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5.3 The effect of the sameness of the context on the recognition of tones that belong to a
different pitch class
The effect on the accuracy rates

Figure 24: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “different pitch class,
different context” and “different pitch class, same context” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of significance: *: p < 0.025, **:
p < 0.005, ***: p < 0.0005.
From the Figure 24 we can see that non-musicians had lower accuracy rates than musicians in
both the “different pitch class, different context” and “different pitch class, same context”
conditions. Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) as a
predictor and Condition (“different pitch class, different context” vs. “different pitch class,
same context”) as a within subject factor showed a significant effect of Training (χ (1) =
29.910, p < 0.001).
For both musicians and non-musicians, accuracy rates in the “different pitch class, different
context” condition were higher than in the “different pitch class, same context” condition,
which is in line with our expectations.
The effect of the Condition on accuracy rates was found to be significant (χ (1) = 19.293, p <
0.001), as well as the Condition  Training interaction (χ (1) = 8.308, p = 0.004). Post hoc tests
revealed that there is a significant effect of Condition on musicians (χ (1) = 19.689, p <
0.0005), but not on non-musicians (χ (1) = 1.715, p = 0.190).
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The effect on the reaction times

Figure 25: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “different pitch class,
different context” and “different pitch class, same context” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
From the Figure 25 we can see that for both, musicians and non-musicians, mean reaction
time in the “different pitch class, same context” condition was slightly longer than in the
“different pitch class, different context” condition. However, a repeated measures ANOVA
with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) and Condition (”different pitch class,
different context” vs. “different pitch class, same context”) revealed that the effect of the
Condition on accuracy rates was not found to be significant (F (1, 36) = 0.930, p = 0.341).

We can also see that musicians had shorter reaction times in both conditions. The effect of
Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) was found to be significant (F (1, 36) = 11.840, p =
0.001). The Condition  Training interaction was non-significant (F (1, 36) = 1.253, p =
0.270).
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5.4 The effect of the chord quality on pitch class recognition
The effect on the accuracy rates

Figure 26: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “same pitch class, same
chord quality” and “same pitch class, different chord quality” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of significance: *: p < 0.05, **: p
< 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
From Figure 26, it can be seen that musicians had higher accuracy rates in both conditions.
Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) as a predictor and
Condition (“same pitch class, same chord quality” vs. “same pitch class, different chord
quality”) as a within subject factor revealed a significant effect of Training (χ (1) = 11.675, p
= 0.001).
Mean accuracy rates in the “same pitch class, same chord quality” condition were higher than
in the “same pitch class, different chord quality” condition for musicians as well as for nonmusicians. We found a significant main effect of the Condition on the pitch class recognition
(χ (1) = 10.591, p = 0.001). There was no significant Condition  Training interaction (χ (1) =
0.662, p = 0.416).
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The effect on the reaction times

Figure 27: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “same pitch class, same
chord quality” and “same pitch class, different chord quality” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
From the Figure 27 we can see that mean reaction times were slightly higher in the “same
pitch class, different chord quality” condition than in the “same pitch class, same chord
quality” condition for musicians and non-musicians. However, a repeated measures ANOVA
with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) and Condition (“same pitch class, same
chord quality” vs. “same pitch class, different chord quality”) revealed a non-significant main
effect of the Condition on the reaction times (F (1, 36) = 0.198; p = 0.659).
We can also observe that non-musicians had longer reaction times than musicians in both
conditions. The effect of the Training was found to be significant (F (1, 36) = 17.281, p <
0.001). There was no significant Condition  Training interaction (F (1, 36) = 0.134, p =
0.716).
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5.5 The effect of parallelism of chord progression on pitch class recognition
The effect on the accuracy rates

Figure 28: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “different pitch class,
nonparallel progression” and “different pitch class, parallel progression” conditions,
separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
As we can see from the Figure 28, the mean accuracy rates slightly decreased in the “different
pitch class, parallel progression” in comparison to the “different pitch class, nonparallel
progression” condition for the musicians and non-musicians, which is in accordance with our
expectations. Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) as a
predictor and Condition (“different pitch class, parallel progression” vs. “different pitch class,
nonparallel progression”) as a within subject factor showed that the effect of Condition was
not significant (χ (1) = 2.387, p = 0.122).
The effect of the Training was found to be significant (χ (1) = 31.373, p < 0.001). The
Condition  Training interaction was non-significant (χ (1) = 0.417, p = 0.492).
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The effect on the reaction times

Figure 29: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “different pitch class,
nonparallel progression” and “different pitch class, parallel progression” conditions,
separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
From the Figure 29 we can observe that non-musicians had longer reaction times than
musicians in both “different pitch class, parallel progression” and “different pitch class,
nonparallel progression” conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors Training
(musicians vs. non-musicians) and Condition (”different pitch class, parallel progression” vs.
“different pitch class, nonparallel progression”) revealed a significant effect of Training (F (1,
36) = 13.026, p = 0.001).
In contrast with our expectations, we can observe a very slight decrease in mean reaction time
in the “different pitch class, parallel progression” condition in comparison to the “different
pitch class, nonparallel progression” condition for musicians as well as for non-musicians.
The effect of the Condition (“different pitch class, parallel progression” vs. “different pitch
class, nonparallel progression”) on the reaction times was not found to be significant (F (1,
36) = 1,036, p = 0.316). Moreover, there was no significant Condition  Training interaction
(F (1, 36) = 0.537 p = 0.469).
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5.6 Further analysis
Apart from the hypotheses that motivated the study, we also conducted additional analyses
enabled by the gathered data.
Firstly, we were interested in the effects of the context on the perception of pitch class, when
the pitch class of two probe tones is the same. We already raised a similar question in our first
hypothesis, but there we focused on the perception of pitch class in general, not with respect
to “same” and “different” pitch class. Therefore, in this part we will compare the “same pitch
class, no context” condition to the “same pitch class, context” condition.

Figure 30: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates and standard deviations for the
“same pitch class, no context” and “same pitch class, context” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of significance: *: p < 0.025, **:
p < 0.005, ***: p < 0.0005.
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Figure 31: Graphical representation of mean reaction times and standard deviations for the
“same pitch class, no context” and “same pitch class, context” conditions, separately for
musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
As we can see from the Figure 30, there is almost no difference in the two conditions for nonmusicians, but the mean accuracy rate in the “same pitch class, no context” condition is
higher for musicians. Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. nonmusicians) as a predictor and Condition (“same pitch class, no context” vs. “same pitch class,
context”) as a within subject factor revealed a significant effect of the Condition on accuracy
rates (χ (1) = 5.755, p = 0.016). The Condition  Training interaction was also found to be
significant (χ (1) = 6.394, p = 0.011). Post hoc tests revealed that there is a significant effect
of Condition on accuracy rates for musicians (χ (1) = 7.748, p = 0.005), but not for nonmusicians (χ (1) = 0.030, p = 0.863).
From the Figure 31 we can see that musicians’ reaction times were longer in the “same pitch
class, context” than in the “same pitch class, no context” condition. It was the other way
around for non-musicians. Their reaction times were shorter in the “same pitch class, no
context” condition. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors Training (musicians vs. nonmusicians) and Condition (”same pitch class, no context” vs. “same pitch class, context”)
showed a non-significant effect of the Condition on reaction times (F (1, 36) = 0.406, p =
0.528), but a significant Condition  Training interaction (F (1, 36) = 9.285, p = 0.004). With
post hoc tests we found a significant effect of Condition on reaction times for musicians (F (1,
18) = 10.978, p = 0.004), but not for non-musicians (F (1, 18) = 2.1023, p = 0.164).
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The next two questions we had were whether:
-

the accuracy rates decrease and reaction time increase when the probe tones with the
same pitch class are presented with a different context in comparison to when they are
presented without a context;

-

the accuracy rates increase and reaction times decrease when the probe tones with the
same pitch class are presented with the same context in comparison to when they are
presented without a context?

In the Figure 32 we can see accuracy rates for all three conditions (“same pitch class, same
context”, “same pitch class, no context” and “same pitch class, different context”) and in the
Figure 33 we can see the reaction times for the three conditions.

Figure 32: Graphical representation of mean accuracy rates for the “same pitch class, same
context”, “same pitch class, no context” and “same pitch class, different context” conditions,
separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE. Levels of significance: *:
p < 0.025, **: p < 0.005, ***: p < 0.0005.
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Figure 33: Graphical representation of mean reaction times for the “same pitch class, same
context”, “same pitch class, no context” and “same pitch class, different context” conditions,
separately for musicians and non-musicians. Error Bars: +/- 1 SE.
Let us have a look at the first question, where we are interested in differences between the
“same pitch class, no context” condition and the “same pitch class, different context”
condition.
From the Figure 32 we can see that there were almost no differences in mean accuracy rates
between the “same pitch class, different context” and “same pitch class, no context”
conditions for non-musicians, but that the accuracy rates were lower in the “same pitch class,
different context” condition for musicians. Binomial logistic regression with Training
(musicians vs. non-musicians) as a predictor and Condition (“same pitch class, different
context” vs. “same pitch class, no context”) as a within subject factor revealed a significant
effect of the Condition on accuracy rates (χ (1) = 7.938, p = 0.005). The interaction Condition
 Training was also found to be significant (χ (1) = 6.748, p = 0.009). Post hoc tests revealed
that there is a significant effect of Condition on accuracy rates for musicians (χ (1) = 8.412, p
= 0.004), but not on non-musicians (χ (1) = 0.096, p = 0.756).
The Figure 33 shows us, that reaction times were higher in the “same pitch class, different
context” than in the “same pitch class, no context” condition for musicians, but lower for nonmusicians. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians)
and Condition (”same pitch class, different context” vs. “same pitch class, no context”)
revealed that the effect of the Condition on reaction times was non-significant (F (1, 36) =
0.975, p = 0.330), however the Condition  Training interaction was significant (F (1, 36) =
9.680, p = 0.004). Post hoc tests revealed, that Condition has a significant effect on reaction
times for musicians (F (1, 19) = 12.932, p = 0.002) but not for non-musicians (F (1, 18) =
1.670, p = 0.213).
In the second question we were interested in the differences between the “same pitch class, no
context” and the “same pitch class, same context” conditions.
As we can see from the Figure 32, the accuracy rate is much higher in the “same pitch class,
same context” condition for non-musicians, but there is almost no difference between these
conditions for musicians. Binomial logistic regression with Training (musicians vs. nonmusicians) as a predictor and Condition (“same pitch class, no context” vs. “same pitch class,
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same context”) as a within subject factor showed a non-significant effect of Condition on
accuracy rates (χ (1) = 1.639, p = 0.200), as well as a non-significant Condition  Training
interaction (χ (1) = 0.586, p = 0.444). Post hoc tests revealed that there is a significant effect
of Condition on accuracy rates for non-musicians (χ (1) = 5.854, p = 0.016), but not on
musicians (χ (1) = 0.081, p = 0.776).
From the Figure 33 can be seen, that musicians had shorter reaction times in the “same pitch
class, no context” condition in comparison to “same pitch class, same context” condition.
Non-musicians’ reaction times were shorter in the “same pitch class, same context condition.
A repeated measures ANOVA with factors Training (musicians vs. non-musicians) and
Condition (”same pitch class, no context” vs. “same pitch class, same context”) revealed that
the effect of the Condition on the reaction times was also not found to be significant (F (1, 36)
= 1.636, p = 0.209), but the Condition  Training interaction was (F (1, 36) = 5.993, p =
0.019). Post hoc tests showed that there was a non-significant effect of Condition on reaction
times for musicians (F (1, 18) = 1.498, p = 0.237), but marginally significant for nonmusicians (F (1, 18) = 4.499, p = 0.048).
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6 DISCUSSION
The goal of the presented study was to investigate if (and how) the harmonic context
influences the perception of pitch class. We have found that the presence of the context in
general, regardless of the type of the context, affects the accuracy of pitch class recognition
only for musicians. We also showed that the presence of the context affects the musicians’
perception of pitch class for tones that specifically belong to the same pitch class.
Furthermore, we showed that there is an important effect of the presence of a “different
context” on musicians, but not on non-musicians. They make more mistakes when judging
whether the pitch class of two tones is the same, when the tones that belong to the same pitch
class are presented in a different context in comparison to when they are presented without a
context. In similar way, we showed a significant effect of the “same context” for nonmusicians.
Additionally, we have shown that when two tones that belong to the same pitch class are
placed in a different context in comparison to when they are placed in the same context, there
is an increased tendency to recognize them as different. We have also shown that when two
tones that belong to a different pitch class are placed in the same harmonic context in
comparison to when they are placed in a different context, there is an increased tendency to
recognize them as the same. Moreover, when two tones that belong to the same pitch class are
placed in a different chord quality context, accuracy rates are lower in comparison to when
they are placed in the same chord quality context. We did not find that the harmonic context
influences the perception of pitch class as a function of parallelism of the context progression.
In this chapter we will discuss the results obtained. Firstly we will focus on overall group
differences. Next we will address how the perception of pitch class differs in the absence of
the context or within a context. Further, we will focus on how different types of contexts
affect the recognition of pitch class. Lastly we will discuss the perception of the tones that
belong to the same pitch class in the “no context” condition in comparison to the “same
context” and “different context” conditions.
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6.1 Overall group differences
Before focusing on the specific hypotheses, we should address the overall group differences
between musicians and non-musicians. The musicians in general made fewer mistakes than
non-musicians and their reaction times were shorter. This was also observed independently in
both “no context” and “context” conditions.
Let us particularly focus at the “no context” condition. The finding of higher accuracy rates
and shorter reaction times in the “no context” condition of musicians in comparison to nonmusicians is in line with Allen’s (1967) research in which he used a subjective differential
rating technique to determine differences in octave discriminability between musical and nonmusical subjects. He showed that musicians, in contrast to non-musicians, rated octaves as
more similar than other intervals. This might be due to either genuine perceptual similarity of
octaves or the extensive musical training of musicians, in which, along with obtaining general
musical education and specific instrumental skills, they have been trained to recognize
different intervals. Shorter reaction times are congruent with this possibility. Another possible
explanation is that non-musicians are mostly only passively involved in music, and are
therefore used to rich, harmonic music and not just tones in the absence of a context.
Therefore judging the similarity between two tones that are presented without a context could
be too abstract for them. Accuracy rates across non-musicians subjects in the “no context”
condition varied much more than musicians’ accuracy rates, which were mostly above 90%.
Even though non-musicians were not trained to recognize intervals and had no or very little
formal musical training in contrast to musicians’ extensive musical training, some of them
had really high accuracy rates in the “no context” condition, which were comparable to
musicians’ accuracy rates. This could be a result of greater differences in the musical talent of
non-musicians, given that the musicians were accepted to the musical study program on the
basis of the audition, where they all had to demonstrate a musical talent.

From the questionnaire that followed the experiment, we saw that musicians used more
rational strategies when deciding whether the two probe tones have the same pitch class or
not, but non-musicians mostly relied upon their “gut feeling”, which also suggest the
importance of the training in strategies used for the task. Musicians reported using strategies
such as singing in their minds, repeating the first probe tone and expecting the second tone in
advance, imaginary playing on an instrument (e.g. piano), singing of the beginning of the
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familiar tune “Somewhere over the rainbow”, which has an octave jump. On the other hand,
non-musicians were mostly following strategies in which they followed their intuition. Many
of them were visualizing the tones. For example, one strategy they followed was to draw an
imaginary line with the first tone, and if the second tone followed the line, they believed that
the two tones have the same pitch class. Several reported doing the experiment with closed
eyes and just waiting to hear if the tones will fit together. A few said that they have been
waiting to see if the first and the second tone will have the same “flow”. Some participants
reported using no particular strategy.
6.2 The perception of pitch class in the “no context” vs. “context” condition

As reported in the introduction, several studies investigated how context affects the
perception of pitch class. However, we found no published research that focused on how the
perception changes when probe tones are presented with a context in comparison to when
they are presented without context. Most of the studies that were dealing with similar
questions compared the perception of pitch class in one context to the perception of pitch
class in another context. For example, Deutsch (1982) in her experiment used only subjects
that obtained at least 90% score on a task without a context, and then compared their
performance in one context to the performance in another context. That means that she had
chosen subjects that were already really good in recognizing the equality of pitches (in our
case, mostly musicians had scores that were higher than 90% in the absence of a context).
With this approach it is not possible to say whether the presence or absence of context in
general changes our perception.
In our study we were therefore firstly focused on whether a context changes the perception of
pitch class. As already described, context in general changed the perception of pitch class
only for musicians. Longer reaction times were observed in the presence of the context, which
supports our findings that the “context” condition was more difficult for musicians (more
errors occurred in the presence of the context). When we further investigated whether the
context changed the perception of pitch class when the pitch class of the two probe tones is
the same, we again saw that this effect is only seen for musicians, for accuracy rates and
reaction times.
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Those results are not entirely in line with our hypotheses, because we expected to see this
effect for both musicians and non-musicians. We assumed that the context would significantly
change the perception of the pitch class.
There are a few possibilities to explain why the context changes the perception of pitch class
only for musicians. First, the musicians are relatively better in recognizing the equality of
pitch classes of tones that are presented without context than with context. Secondly, the
musicians are relatively worse when the tones are placed within the context. The third
possibility is that the task is so difficult for non-musicians in both “no context” and “context”
conditions, that when they are judging whether the pitch class is the same, the differences in
accuracy rates between the conditions are not shown.
The explanation of the first possibility, that musicians are relatively better in the “no context”
condition, is that their performance is at such high level mostly because of their extensive
musical training and also musical giftedness that they have proven by being accepted to the
university musical program. Usually when musicians are trained to recognize the intervals,
they train this without the presence of a context, which could be the reason why they
performed better in the “no context” condition.
The second possibility, that musician’s performance in the “context” condition is worse than
in the “no context” condition, could be explained by their engagement with music on daily
basis. Musicians are therefore strongly sensitive to harmonies, because the harmonies are
internalized in their cognitive apparatus through an active and extensive exposure to music.
This could be the reason why the context affects them more than it affects non-musicians. Let
us make an analogy with vision. Mostly all people are affected by the visual context, because
we are all exposed to seeing things in a context every day. That does not make us resistant to
it, which is obvious from the effects of context in visual illusions. Context gets even more
internalized in our cognitive apparatus and therefore plays an important role in stimuli
processing.
Hence, if the musicians are in fact more exposed to the harmonic context than non-musicians,
they could also be more sensitive to subtle changes in context. As we have highlighted in the
introduction part, context is responsible for the perception of the psychological distance
between two tones. Two tones with the same pitch class should have a small psychological
distance in the absence of the context, but when presented in two different contexts, their
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psychological distance should also depend on their contextual distances that those contexts
induce.
As already said, musicians had longer reaction times in the “context” condition. Longer
reaction times could indicate a bigger cognitive load, meaning that this condition in
comparison to the “no context” condition was more difficult for musicians and involved a
different kind of stimuli processing. We assume a greater involvement of top-down processes
in a context condition. It seems probable that the processing of stimuli that are placed in a
context is more complex, because the brain has to first extract the tone from the context, and
then suppress the context and focus only on the probe tone. A possible explanation of why
there were no differences in reaction times for non-musicians could be that they did not
manage to suppress the context or even to perceptually extract the tone from the harmonic
context. However, the later does not seem probable, since that was tested with the probe tone
recognition accuracy test, where obtaining a score of at least 80% correct was needed.
6.3 The perception of pitch class in different types of contexts

Further, we investigated the perception of pitch class in different types of contexts. We have
showed that when two probe tones with the same pitch class are placed in the same context,
the accuracy rates are higher than when they are placed in a different context for both
musicians and non-musicians. The reaction times were also shorter when they were placed in
the same context across the whole subject population and also for musicians but not
separately for non-musicians.
Shorter reaction times in the “same pitch class, same context” condition could be explained
by matching of the 1st probe tone-1st chord and 2nd probe tone – 2nd chord combinations.
Subjects needed less time to process the second combination, since it was the repetition of the
first one, and they were already exposed to it.
The results regarding accuracy rates are consistent with Deutsch’s (1982) research, where she
showed that when the two tones being compared are identical in pitch but placed in different
melodic contexts, a significant increase in the tendency to recognize them as different is
observed. Our results demonstrate that this effect is not seen only when two tones are
identical in pitch but also when they have the same pitch class.
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The principle that seems to underlie those results is the contextual distance, which is
described as a psychological distance between tones and depends on how stable the tones are
in a certain context (Krumhansl & Cuddy, 2010). When two tones with the same pitch class
are presented within the same context, they are equally stable, because their position and
function in that context is the same. If the context changes, the stability of the two tones also
changes in relation to the tonal hierarchy role they have accordingly to the context. When
comparing two tones with the same pitch class that are not equally stable, the perception of
their equality is changed.
Hence, we find the contextual distance concept as a good approach in explaining our findings.
However, this concept focuses on how one context affects the perception of similarity and
identity of two pitches and not how two different contexts affect the perception of similarity
and identity of two pitches. Therefore we propose an expansion of this concept that would
also take this into account. We suggest dividing the contextual distance concept into
contextual distance within a context and contextual distance between contexts. The contextual
distance within a context would, as Krumhansl & Cuddy (2010) have suggested, describe the
psychological distance between two tones according to their stability in the musical context.
Contextual distance between contexts would depend on a difference in the stability of tones in
different contexts. We assume that the larger the difference in the perceived stability, the
more likely it is that the subjects will not perceive the same pitch class tones as the same and
vice versa, the more equally stable the tones are according to the contexts, the greater is the
possibility that the subjects will perceive the tones as having a small psychological distance –
meaning that when the context stays the same and the stability of tones is also the same, they
will perceive them as the same.
This effect is seen in the increased accuracy rates in the “same pitch class, same context”
condition. However, since the only probe tones – chord progression combination that we used
for this context was when probe tones with the C pitch class were both placed in the C major
context, the question remains if this effect would also be seen if we would put two tones of a
different pitch class (for example E) in the C major context. C is the tonic of the C major
context, meaning that it is the most stable tone in this particular context. Since in this
combination pitch class and a context are actually repeated, there is also no difference in the
stability of the two tones. That also means that there is no contextual distance between
contexts. But, if we take E for example, which is a less stable tone of the C major key context,
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there would still be no contextual distances between contexts, but the stability of two tones
within the context would be smaller, because the pitch E is not so referential in a C major
tonal context.
Nonetheless, if the concept of contextual distance between contexts underlies the perception
of pitch class, than we should also observe an increased tendency to recognize tones with a
different pitch class as having the same pitch class, when comparing them in two different
contexts in which the stability of two tones is the same, meaning that there is also no
contextual distance between contexts. However, we have found out that there were no
significant differences in accuracy rates as well as in reaction times when the chords
accompanying two probe tones whose pitch classes were not the same shifted in parallel with
them, so that the relationships between the probe tones and their accompanying chords were
preserved in comparison to when the relationship between the tones were not preserved. That
means that when the relational context of two different pitch class tones was equivalent and
the stability of the two tones within the contexts was the same (contextual distance of tones
between contexts was zero), that was not reflected in a changed perception.
Those results do not support the concept of contextual distance between contexts, and are also
not in line with Deutsch’s (1974) research, where she showed that the harmonic context
influences the perception of pitch as a function of a relational context and concluded that
when two probe tones that differ in pitch are placed in an equivalent relational context, there
is an increased tendency to judge those probe tones as identical. However, she also showed
that when the probe tones are identical, more errors occur when the accompanying tones do
not preserve an equivalent relational context with the probe tone (meaning that the context
changes), which is in line with our results, as we have already described.
As already said, out results imply that the contextual distance between contexts does not seem
to underlie the accuracy of the recognition of pitch class. However, we cannot make any
conclusions about the contextual distance within contexts, since for the “same pitch class,
same context” condition we only used one trial type as described above and in the “different
pitch class, parallel progression” condition we also used only one trial type: probe tones C –
G are placed in F major – C major chord progression. In this trial, the probe tones are equally
stable in both contexts (there is no contextual distance between context), but they are also
quite stable within contexts, since they are dominants (the second most referential tones of the
context). Because we only had one trial type in both conditions, we have no comparison
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between more and less stable tones within a certain condition. That means that we cannot
make any conclusions about how contextual distance within context affects the recognition of
pitch class on that point, but this could be an area for future research.
Furthermore, we have shown that when two tones belonging to different pitch classes are
placed in a different context, without regard to preserved relational context, accuracy rates are
higher in comparison to when they are placed in the same context, for all subjects (but not
separately for musicians and non-musicians). This corresponds to the study in which Deutsch
(1982) showed that when tones that differ in pitch are placed in the same melodic context,
there is a significant increase in tendency to judge them as the same. We cannot explain those
findings with the concept of contextual distance, because when tones belonging to different
pitch classes are placed in the same context, they are not equally stable. But also, when tones
belonging to different pitch classes are placed in a different, but not preserved relational
context, the stability of the two tones is also not the same. Since the only thing that remains
the same in “different pitch class, same context” is the context, we assume that the subjects
were mostly focused on the context and not the tones, so it seems that they were basically
comparing both contexts. This could also explain the increased accuracy rates in the “same
pitch class, same context” condition in comparison to the “same pitch class, different context”
condition. So perhaps the reason was not the equal stability of the pitch classes, but simply the
fact that the context was the same. It is likely that when tones are presented within a context,
this presents a musical gestalt to subjects, and that even though they are able to extract tones
from the context, which was verified with the probe tone recognition accuracy test, instead of
comparing tones, they implicitly compare contexts. Since the pitch class of a probe tone is
always also a part of the context (in our experiment, the probe tone that was placed in a
certain chord had the same pitch class as one of the pitch classes included in the chord), it
seems possible that even though subjects are capable of extracting a probe tone from the
context, the probe tones merges/fuses with a context to such extend that their cognitive
processes cannot always reliably compare probe tones in isolation from the context and rather
compare contexts instead.
Therefore we assume that when the subjects are asked to judge whether the probe tones are
the same, they cannot reliably focus only on probe tones, but are comparing contexts at the
same time. We observed that they make faster and more accurate judgments when the
equivalence of both, probe tones and contexts is consistent – when both, probe tones and
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contexts, are the same, or both, probe tones and contexts, are different. When the equivalence
is not consistent (probe tones are the same but the contexts are different or probe tones are
different and the contexts are the same), that results in longer reaction times as well as in
higher error rates. A similar stimulus – response conflict can be observed in the Stroop color
and word task in which subjects’ answers are slower and more errors occur when the meaning
and the color of the word are not consistent. It seems that the inconsistency of the probe
tones’ and contexts’ equivalence underlies errors that subjects make in determining the pitch
class.
6.4 The perception of tones belonging to the same pitch class in the “no context”
condition in comparison to the “same context” and “different context” conditions
Furthermore, apart from the hypotheses we were investigating, we were also interested in the
recognition of tones that belong to the same pitch class in the “no context” condition in
relation to the “same context” and “different” context conditions. As we have already shown,
the context in general affects the recognition accuracy only for musicians. Therefore we were
specifically interested in determining whether every context affects the recognition of pitch
class, or whether there are some differences between same and different contexts. When
comparing accuracy rates of recognition of the same pitch class tones in the “no context” and
“same context” conditions, we can observe a significant increase in accuracy rates for nonmusicians but not for musicians, when the probe tones are presented with the same context.
This finding is in a way contrary to our first hypothesis, that context decreases the recognition
of pitch class in general. We can assume that the “same context” actually increases the
recognition of the same pitch class tones especially for non-musicians. As we already
explained, this can be so because the context is the same and subjects are more focused on the
context than on probe tones.
Additionally, we have shown that there is a significant decrease in accuracy rates and increase
in reaction times when musicians are judging the same pitch class tones in a “different
context” condition in comparison to the “no context” condition. We would expect this effect
to be present also for non-musicians, but as already indicated above, non-musicians had
difficulties in recognizing the same pitch class tones in the absence of the context and we can
again assume that they were focusing more on a different context then on probe tones, and
that is why they made more mistakes. Those findings are also in line with our explanation,
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that the context does not change the perception of pitch class, but just makes it easier or more
difficult to decide about the answer.
6.5 Perception of the same pitch class tones in relation to the chord quality context
placement
Additionally, we have shown that when two tones that have the same pitch class are placed in
the same chord quality context there is a significant increase in tendency to judge them as the
same in comparison to when they are placed in a different chord quality context. This effect
was seen for all the subjects. Because the stability of two tones is different in both conditions,
there must be another reason why people have more difficulties in accurately recognizing
pitch class when the chord quality is not the same. The same pitch class tones can have
different perceptual qualities, depending on the context in which they occur (Krumhansl &
Kessler, 1982). Tonal hierarchy is internalized through passive exposure to Western tonal
music (Tillmann, 1999) and in Western music, major chords are associated with happiness,
and minor chords are associated with sadness. It is possible that the change in the “short-term
mood” that the shift in chord quality causes subjects to have more difficulties in accurately
recognizing pitch classes.

6.6 Method limitations and suggested improvements
In the present study, we have succeeded to show some interesting effects of the harmonic
context on the perception of pitch class. Nevertheless, a critical evaluation of the method with
suggested improvements is needed.
Our experiment investigated how the context affects the perception of pitch class. However,
we should not forget that the only probe tone combinations that we have used were octaves
and perfect fifths, which are the most consonant intervals. Therefore it would be interesting to
repeat the experiment with other less consonant intervals and explore, whether the effect of
the context changes by changing the frequency ratio of the probe tones.
We also did not include all possible chord progressions as a context. As explained in the
method section, the combinations had to be somehow limited. Instead of using only common
chord progressions, we could use other progressions that are not so frequent in Western
music. Perhaps the perception of pitch class would be different, if we used chord progressions
to which we are not exposed so often and are not so internalized in our cognitive apparatus.
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Since we have not used all the possible chord combinations, we cannot predict from our
results how harmonic context affects the perception of pitch class in general.
Also, we have to keep in mind that we only used two basic types of chords: major and minor
triads (three-tone chords). Instead, we could also use dyads (two-tone intervals) or tetrachords
(four-tone chords) and see if the number of different notes in the chord (2, 3, or 4) has an
effect on the perception of pitch class.
Additionally, we have shown that subjects can reliably focus on the probe tone when it is
presented within a context, which was verified with the probe tone recognition accuracy test.
This in a way suggests that we could repeat the experiment without showing the first probe
tone in the absence of a context. Without a presentation of a first probe tone without a
context, an experiment would be shorter and would enable participants to keep their
concentration for a longer time. Another reason why this research could be repeated without
this initial probe tone is that when the tone is presented by itself, it is maximally referential to
itself, since there is no context around it. Perhaps it is subconsciously recognized as a tonic of
its major scale and perhaps we should not underestimate the effect of the “silent context”. It
would be exciting to make a survey in which subjects would compare the pitch class of the
probe in the absence of the context, with the pitch class of a probe tone within different
contexts.
Furthermore, a longer training section in the “no context” condition could be performed.
Perhaps subjects could train until they reach a stable accuracy rate. This would guarantee that,
as participants are progressing with the test, there is no learning effect. We would ensure that,
for example, non-musicians did not do equally well in the “no context” and in the “context”
condition because they were still improving their recognition of pitch class in “no context”
condition. Another way of verifying this would be to reorganize the experiment, so that the
“no context” and “context” conditions would not be tested separately, but that the trials of the
two would be mixed together. Also, we could eliminate the time limit (or put a very long time
limit, such as 10 seconds) for answering and simply exclude outliers from the reaction time
analysis.
Lastly, it would be interesting to use as many probe tone and chord progression combinations
as possible and perform the separate analysis for each of them and explore if there is a
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combination that most subjects make inaccurate judgments. Perhaps we would be able to find
an auditory illusion that changes the perception of pitch class for most of the people.
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7 CONCLUSION
The focus of this master thesis was a phenomenon from the field of music cognition, namely
the perception of pitch class. We approached this topic from an interdisciplinary perspective:
physics (basis of sound, dependency of pitch on fundamental sound characteristics, frequency
ratios of intervals), music theory (theoretical basis of intervals and chord progressions),
neurology (processing of pitch information) and psychology (role of the context in the
perception, pitch perception, octave equivalence, and octave generalization).

Existing research on pitch perception shows that the perception of pitch class is at least to
some extent context dependent. However, we found no published research that would focus
on whether the context in general affects the perception of pitch class and also how common
chord progressions influence the perception of pitch class. Therefore, the aim of the present
study was to investigate whether the harmonic context affects the perception of pitch class
and to specifically focus on how different chord progression types influence the perception of
pitch class.

We have shown that the harmonic context in general affects the pitch class recognition
accuracy only for musicians and that this effect is also seen in longer reaction times in the
“context” condition for musicians, which indicates a greater cognitive load in the “context”
condition and involvement of different mental processes when dealing with “no context” and
“context” conditions. This could be due to musicians’ extensive musical training and
exposure to music which results in a greater sensitivity to harmonies. It could also be because
of the interval recognition training they had, where intervals are generally presented in the
absence of the context. Since there was no change in reaction times for non-musicians, we
also noted that this might be connected to the training amount they had in the experiment.

Further, we have shown that when two tones that belong to the same pitch class are placed in
a different harmonic context in comparison to when they are placed in the same harmonic
context, there is an increased tendency to recognize them as different. We tried to explain this
as a function of a contextual distance between contexts, but later on offered a more probable
explanation. We also saw that reaction times are shorter in the “same pitch class, same
context” condition, which we also attribute to the contextual distance between contexts and
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also to the sameness of the 1st and 2nd probe tones as well as chords. However we noted that
we cannot be certain that contextual distance between contexts underlies those results, since
we only used one trial type in the “same pitch class, same context” condition. Also, if that
would hold true, we would expect to observe a decreased accuracy rates in the recognition of
probe tones that belong to different pitch classes and move in parallel with the context and are
therefore equally stable. Yet, that was not observed.
We have also observed that when two tones that belong to a different pitch class are placed in
the same harmonic context in comparison to when they are placed in a different harmonic
context, an increased tendency to recognize them as the same is observed. Since in both,
“different pitch class, different context” and “different pitch class, same context” conditions
probe tones are not equally stable, we were not able to explain those results with the concept
of contextual distance between contexts, therefore we proposed that subjects were, even
though they were capable of extracting probe tones from the context, implicitly comparing
contexts instead of probe tones, which also explain our findings that the accuracy rates are
higher in the “same pitch class, same context” condition than in the “same pitch class,
different context” condition.

We therefore assume that when the subjects are asked to determine whether the probe tones
have the same pitch class, they are at the same time comparing both, probe tones as well as
contexts. It is probably the inconsistency of probe tones and contexts equivalence that
underlies the errors subjects make. When the relationship of both is consistent (probe tones
the same and contexts the same; probe tones different and contexts different), the accuracy
rates are higher and reaction times shorter in comparison to when they are not consistent.

This explanation could also clarify why keeping the context identical actually improves the
pitch class recognition accuracy for tones that belong to the same pitch class (in comparison
to when probe tones are presented in the absence of the context) for non-musicians and that
changing the context decreases the recognition accuracy of tones belonging to the same pitch
class.

Additionally, we have shown that when the pitch class of the two probe tones is the same,
subjects make more mistakes when the chord quality changes in comparison to when it stays
the same. A potential explanation is that the chord quality change induces the change in the
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“short-term mood” and causes subjects to have more difficulties in accurately recognizing
pitch classes.

Moreover, we saw that musicians in general make more accurate judgments than nonmusicians about the sameness of the pitch class and that their reaction times are shorter. This
could be an effect of the extensive musical training of musicians.

With this research we acquired a better understanding of how context affects the perception of
pitch class. The research findings can be applied to musical practice as an auditory training of
interval recognition in the presence of a harmonic context. However, several issues remain
unexplained, therefore new research possibilities in the field of pitch class perception are
open. In a broader cognitive science frame, this research gives us an insight in how cognitive
processes deal with auditory stimuli and what are the concepts underlying them, which is
noteworthy, since most of the previous work in the field has been done on visual perception.
Such information gives us knowledge to build new models of how perceptual systems work.
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9 APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE

The effect of the harmonic context on the perception of pitch class
Subject #:
This questionnaire is anonymous. It is designed to help us interpret the results of this experiment.
We would thus ask you to respond as accurately and completely as possible.

Identification
• Gender:
female
male
Age:
• Occupation: __________________________________________
• If you are a student: What do you study? ______________ Year of study: ____________
• If you study music: Were you accepted to the university study program on the basis of
audition? No Yes
• Handedness:
left
right

Hearing
• Have you ever had any hearing problems? (middle ear infections, otosclerosis,
otospongiosis, hard of hearing, etc.)
No
Yes
If yes, please specify the nature
_____________________
• When?
• If you think you still have problems, please specify the nature
_________

Listening
• What kinds of music (pop, classical, jazz, techno, etc.) do you generally listen to for each
kind of listening listed below? (indicate them in order of preference)
Order of
Type of music
Type of listening
Listening frequency
(in hours per week)
preference
1
Attentive
2
Passive
3
Concert

Musical training
• You consider yourself to be a:
Non-musician
Amateur musician
Professional musician
• If you are a non-musician,
do you consider yourself to be a "music lover"? Yes
No
• If you are a musician or an amateur musician,
-If you sing or play an instrument (or have you sung or played in the past), what style(s) of
music did you play? (indicate in order of importance): 1.
2.
3._______
-Instrument (please indicate all instruments played):
___
-Do you improvise?
Yes
No (please specify the style of music): _________
-Do you compose?
Yes
No
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-If you know your vocal range, please indicate it:
Soprano
Alto
Tenor
Bass
-Other types of musical activity (please specify)?
___________________________
- Years of musical training: ______years
- You practice or play or have practiced or played (answer for each instrument or musical
activity):
Instrument/activity
Time involved
Age at which Age at which
you started
you stopped
(in hours per week)

Musical education/training
You have received formal training in:
Ear training
Harmony
Composition
Analysis
Music history
Other (e.g., sound engineer, tuner, etc.)
Improvisation

_________years
_________years
_________years
_________years
_________years
_________years
_________years

• You can carry a tune: Very well
Fairly well
Not very well
• How good are you at identifying pitches absolutely?
Excellent

Not at all
OK
Can't do it

Specific questions about the experiment
Tell us a bit more about how you went about doing the experiment. What strategies did you
use for the experiment tasks?
___________________________________ ____
___________________________________________________________________________
Did you find the task difficult? Do you think you did well?
____
___________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Did you find it hard to concentrate only on the highest tone, when it was accompanied with
other tones?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Other comments or suggestions:
________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX 2: AGREEMENT FORM (IN SLOVENIAN LANGUAGE)
Eksperiment: Vpliv harmoničnega konteksta na zaznavo razreda tonskih višin
Udeleženec št.
Hvala, da si se odločil-a za sodelovanje pri eksperimentu, kjer raziskujemo, na kakšen način
ljudje zaznavamo razne kombinacije tonov, ko jih spremljajo akordi.
Eksperiment bo trajal okrog 60 minut. Po eksperimentu bo sledil še kratek vprašalnik (5
minut).
Približno vsakih 5 minut si bo mogoče vzeti premor (na ekranu se ti bo napisalo obvestilo o
premoru).
Navodila za eksperiment bodo izpisana na ekranu. Če jih ne razumeš ali imaš kakšna druga
vprašanja, se lahko ob odmorih posvetuješ z raziskovalko.
Vsi zbrani podatki so anonimni in bodo uporabljeni le za statistične namene.
Če se strinjaš z navedenim, prosim podpiši spodaj.
Podpis: _________________________

Kraj in datum: _________________________
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APPENDIX

3:

INSTRUCTIONS

FOR

THE

EXPERIMENT

(IN

SLOVENIAN LANGUAGE)
V eksperimentu boš slišal-a veliko primerov, kjer bosta en za drugim predstavljena dva ali pa
trije zvoki. Ti primeri se bodo vedno začeli z »motečim zvokom«, ki je sestavljen iz treh
akordov. Namen motečega zvoka je, da pozabiš na primer, ki si ga slišal-a pred tem; torej
ločuje en primer od drugega in nima druge vloge. Stisni ENTER, da slišiš primer takega
zvoka.
PRIKAZ MOTEČEGA ZVOKA
Sledi preprosta naloga, s katero želimo testirati tvoj sluh. V nalogi boš slišal-a 10 primerov,
ki se bodo začeli z motečim zvokom, ki si ga pravkar slišal-a. Edini namen motečega zvoka
je torej, da pozabiš na primer, ki si ga slišal-a pred tem, zato mu ne posvečaj pozornosti. En
primer bo zgrajen iz dveh zvokov. V prvem zvoku boš slišal-a le en ton, v drugem pa več
tonov hkrati. Kljub temu, da bo v drugem zvoku več tonov, bo en ton še posebej izstopal, saj
je najvišji ton. Tvoja naloga je, da stisneš gumb 'same' (puščica v levo), če se ti zdita ton iz
prvega zvoka in najvišji ton iz drugega zvoka enaka. Če se ti zdita različna, stisni gumb
'different' (puščica v desno). Da se navadiš na nalogo, boš najprej slišal-a dva primera, kjer sta
ton iz prvega zvoka in najvišji ton iz drugega zvoka enaka (ne pozabi, da se primera začneta z
motečim zvokom). Stisni ENTER, ko si pripravljen-a slišati primera.
PRIKAZ PRIMEROV
Sedaj boš slišal-a dva primera, kjer sta ton iz prvega zvoka in najvišji ton iz drugega zvoka
različna. Stisni ENTER, ko si pripravljen-a slišati primera.
PRIKAZ PRIMEROV
Pred tabo je test, v katerem boš slišal-a 10 primerov. Naloga je enaka. Odločiti se moraš, če
sta ton iz prvega zvoka in najvišji ton iz drugega zvoka enaka. Če sta enaka, stisni puščico v
levo ('same'), če sta različna stisni puščico v desno ('different'). Poskusi odgovoriti čim hitreje
in čim bolj pravilno! Časa za odgovor imaš 3 sekunde, po tem odgovarjanje ne bo več možno
in zaslišal-a boš naslednji primer. Stisni ENTER, da začneš.
“PROBE TONE RECOGNITION ACCURACY TEST”
Uvod
Ta del eksperimenta ti bo prikazal kako prepoznaš enake in različne tone. Tudi tukaj bodo
primeri med seboj ločeni z motečim zvokom. Vsak primer bo zgrajen iz dveh zvokov. V
vsakem zvoku boš slišal-a en ton. Tona sta lahko enaka ali različna, kljub temu, da je en višji
kot drugi. Slišal-a boš 4 pare primerov. V vsakem paru boš najprej slišal-a primer, ko sta tona
enaka, nato pa primer, ko sta različna. (V posameznem paru, sta prva tona obeh primerov
enaka, tako da ti bo lažje primerjati primera enakih in različnih tonov).
PAR 1: Enaka tona.
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš enaka tona.
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PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš različna tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš enaka tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš različna tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš enaka tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš različna tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš enaka tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni ENTER, da slišiš različna tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Sedaj imaš na voljo 20 primerov, na katerih lahko vadiš. Slišal- a boš torej različne primere
sestavljenih iz dveh zvokov. Čim hitreje in čim bolj pravilno se poskusi odločiti, ali ti tona
zvenita enako (puščica levo) ali različno (puščica desno). Če v roku 3 sekund ne boš
odgovoril-a, boš slišal-a nov primer.
Pomembno: poskusi odgovarjati čim bolj hitro in pravilno. Takoj, ko zaslišiš drug ton, že
lahko pričneš odgovarjati. Ne pozabi, da boš na začetku vsakega primera slišal-a moteč zvok,
kateremu ne namenjaj pozornosti, saj je njegov namen le, da pozabiš na prejšnji primer. V
tem treningu boš takoj, ko boš pritisnil-a na levo ali desno puščico, zaslišal-a še en zvok. Če
slišiš visok in kratek zvok, si odgovoril-a pravilno. Če slišiš, nizek, 'električen' zvok, si
odgovoril-a napačno.
TRENING
Pred tabo je test, naloga ostaja enaka. Slišal-a boš 48 primerov. Pritisni levo puščico ('same'),
če sta tona enaka oz. desno puščico ('different'), če sta različna. Poskusi odgovarjati čim
hitreje in čim pravilnejše. Pritisni ENTER, da začneš.
TEST
Naloga bo podobna prejšnji, le da bo tone tokrat motila spremljava. Vsak primer bo tokrat
sestavljen iz treh zvokov. V prvem zvoku boš slišal-a en ton. V drugem zvoku boš slišal-a isti
ton, kot iz prvega zvoka, le da bo ob njem tudi spremljava. V tretjem zvoku boš slišal-a še en
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ton, ki bo ravno tako s spremljavo (ton na katerega se moraš osredotočiti je najvišji ton).
Tvoja naloga je, da ugotoviš ali je ton iz prvega in drugega zvoka enak najvišjemu tonu iz
tretjega zvoka oz. ali je drugačen. Ton iz prvega ali drugega zvoka je lahko enak ali različen
od tona iz tretjega zvoka, čeprav je ton iz tretjega zvoka vedno višji od tona iz prvih dveh
zvokov. Sedaj boš slišal-a dva para primerov. V vsakem paru boš najprej slišal-a tona, ki sta
enaka, nato pa tona, ki sta različna.
PAR1: Primer: Enaka tona. Stisni ENTER, da slišiš enaka tona.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni enter, da slišiš različne tone.
PRIKAZ PRIEMRA
Pritisni enter, da slišiš enake tone.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Pritisni enter, da slišiš različne tone.
PRIKAZ PRIMERA
Sledi trening. Vadiš lahko na desetih primerih. Pritisni puščico v levo ('same'), če je ton iz
prvega in drugega zvoka enak tonu iz tretjega zvoka. Pritisni puščico v desno ('different'), če
sta tona iz prvega in drugega zvoka različna od tona iz tretjega zvoka. Ne pozabi, da se bo
vsak primer začel z 'motečim zvokom', katerega namen je, da pozabiš na prejšnji primer.
Poskusi odgovoriti čim hitreje in čim pravilnejše. Na puščico lahko pritisneš takoj, ko začne
igrati tretji zvok. Časovna omejitev je 3 sekunde, po tem odgovarjanje ne bo več mogoče in
zaslišal-a boš naslednji primer. V tem treningu boš takoj, ko boš pritisnil-a na levo ali desno
puščico, zaslišal-a še en zvok. Če slišiš visok in kratek zvok, si odgovoril-a pravilno. Če slišiš,
nizek, 'električen' zvok, si odgovoril-a napačno.
TRENING
Sedaj bomo nadaljevali z zadnjim testom. Naloga ostaja enaka. Slišal- a boš 288 primerov.
Pritisni puščico v levo ('same'), če je ton iz prvega in drugega zvoka enak najvišjemu tonu iz
tretjega zvoka oz. puščico v desno ('different'), če je ton iz prvega in drugega zvoka različen
od najvišjega tona iz tretjega zvoka. Poskušaj odgovarjati čim hitreje in čim pravilnejše.
TEST
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APPENDIX 4: NORMALITY OF THE REACTION TIME DATA
DISTRIBUTION

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic

df

Sig.

No Context

,931

38

,021

Yes Context

,942

38

,050

Same context, same pitch class

,965

38

,267

Different context, same pitch class

,951

38

,096

Different context, different pitch class

,936

38

,030

Same context, different pitch class

,966

38

,298

Same chord quality, same pitch class

,962

38

,212

Different chord quality, different pitch class

,946

38

,067

Nonparallel progression, different pitch class

,943

38

,051

Parallel progression, same pitch class

,937

38

,034

Normality of the reaction time data distribution in different conditions.
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APPENDIX 5: RAW DATA
The following tables represent the raw data about accuracy rates and mean reaction times for
each single condition (columns) arranged for each participant (rows) separately.
Abbreviations: P. Nr. – Participant number, T – Training (m – musicians, n – non-musicians), YP – Years of
practise, DT – Recognition accuracy test (in %), OAR – Overall accuracy rate, ORT – Overall reaction time, P.
Nr. – Participant number, AR – Accuracy rate (in %), RT – Reaction time (in seconds), PC – Pitch class, S –
Same, D – Different, CQ – Chord quality, C – Context , PCP – Parallelism of context progression , N –
Nonparallel, P – Parallel.
P.
Nr.

T

Sex

Age

YP

DT

OAR

ORT

C: No

C: Yes

1 M

f

19

12

100

97,6

0,712

95,8

97,9

2 N

f

25

0

80

78,3

0,955

58,3

81,6

3 M

m

24

8

100

89,0

1,376

95,8

87,8

4 M

m

19

5

80

96,1

0,947

97,9

95,1

5 N

f

23

1

90

71,8

1,538

64,6

72,7

6 M

m

24

12

100

99,7

0,771

100,0

99,3

7 M

m

23

18

100

96,0

1,397

97,9

95,7

9 N

f

22

0

80

77,5

1,543

64,6

79,6

10 N

f

45

2

80

67,5

1,141

70,8

66,9

11 N

m

27

0

90

94,3

0,992

85,4

95,8

12 N

f

27

0

100

85,7

1,524

74,5

87,6

14 N

m

25

1

90

72,6

1,377

68,8

73,3

15 N

m

41

0

90

60,3

1,365

78,7

57,2

16 N

f

23

1

100

63,0

1,623

66,7

62,4

17 M

f

27

9

100

95,8

0,939

95,8

95,8

20 M

f

35

18

80

95,8

0,977

100,0

95,1

21 M

f

21

12

100

98,8

0,999

97,9

99,0

22 M

f

29

20

100

96,1

0,977

93,6

96,5

23 M

f

25

19

90

96,7

0,989

97,9

96,5

24 N

f

22

2

100

87,3

1,105

77,1

89,0

25 M

m

25

21

80

97,3

1,257

100,0

96,9

26 N

f

34

0

80

69,7

0,997

81,3

67,8

28 M

f

24

15

100

98,8

0,872

100,0

98,6

29 N

f

26

0

80

71,6

1,431

75,0

71,0

30 N

m

32

0

80

83,7

1,616

78,7

84,5

31 N

f

27

0

90

95,4

1,640

100,0

95,3

32 M

f

28

14

100

89,0

1,177

100,0

87,2

33 M

f

24

6

100

98,2

1,533

100,0

97,9

36 M

m

25

17

100

97,9

0,895

93,8

98,6

37 N

m

24

0

100

72,0

1,655

72,9

71,9

38 N

f

27

0

100

96,0

1,762

73,9

99,3

40 M

m

41

28

100

100,0

0,990

100,0

100,0
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41 M

f

26

13

100

98,2

0,650

100,0

97,9

43 N

f

33

0

100

91,5

1,311

100,0

90,1

44 N

m

27

0

100

90,3

1,597

95,7

89,4

45 M

m

21

8

100

100,0

1,201

100,0

100,0

47 N

f

19

0

90

94,6

1,088

87,5

95,8

49 M

m

27

17

100

81,5

0,833

91,7

79,9

P.
Nr.

C: No
(RT)

C:Yes
(RT)

C: S, PC:
S (AR)

C:D, PC:
S (AR)

C:S,
PC: S
(RT)

C:D, PC:
S (RT)

C:D,
PC:D
(AR)

C:S, PC:D
(AR)

1

0,753

0,705

95,4

97,5

0,656

0,687

100,0

91,7

2

1,033

0,946

100,0

88,3

0,942

0,941

72,5

75,0

3

1,377

1,376

100,0

85,8

1,296

1,313

80,6

82,6

4

0,771

0,977

100,0

95,8

0,982

1,025

96,6

87,5

5

1,819

1,496

79,2

43,2

1,595

1,584

96,7

91,7

6

0,751

0,775

100,0

99,2

0,731

0,758

100,0

100,0

7

1,012

1,466

100,0

94,8

1,118

1,383

96,5

91,7

9

1,860

1,500

75,0

73,9

1,472

1,490

85,6

83,3

10

1,106

1,147

75,0

67,2

1,273

1,180

64,2

70,8

11

1,075

0,980

91,7

92,5

1,103

1,075

99,2

100,0

12

1,575

1,516

87,0

86,8

1,487

1,624

90,4

79,2

14

1,327

1,385

91,7

84,6

1,286

1,445

61,2

58,3

15

1,278

1,385

75,0

60,2

1,311

1,328

51,3

52,2

16

1,779

1,595

70,8

68,3

1,554

1,614

57,1

50,0

17

0,934

0,940

100,0

91,7

0,858

0,896

98,3

100,0

20

0,826

1,004

100,0

90,0

0,927

1,053

99,2

95,8

21

1,003

0,998

95,8

100,0

0,924

1,029

99,2

95,8

22

0,980

0,977

100,0

97,5

0,895

1,002

96,6

87,5

23

0,967

0,992

100,0

95,0

0,920

1,069

96,6

100,0

24

1,124

1,102

95,8

88,1

1,047

1,180

92,3

70,8

25

0,953

1,310

100,0

95,8

0,976

1,238

98,3

91,7

26

0,896

1,017

95,8

88,1

1,049

1,034

52,1

20,0

28

0,729

0,896

100,0

99,2

0,808

0,915

97,5

100,0

29

1,096

1,492

73,9

66,4

1,277

1,327

75,2

69,6

30

1,772

1,591

100,0

84,6

1,799

1,618

80,3

85,7

31

1,413

1,680

95,4

98,3

1,311

1,505

93,9

86,4

32

0,975

1,216

100,0

73,3

1,114

1,312

96,7

95,4

33

1,586

1,524

100,0

97,5

1,554

1,539

97,5

100,0

36

0,952

0,886

100,0

100,0

0,776

0,841

96,7

100,0

37

1,674

1,652

79,2

65,8

1,702

1,662

72,5

91,7

38

1,998

1,736

100,0

100,0

1,682

1,664

99,2

95,8

40

0,952

0,997

100,0

100,0

0,946

1,044

100,0

100,0

41

0,602

0,658

95,8

99,2

0,615

0,666

99,2

87,5

43

1,726

1,236

87,0

83,1

1,181

1,268

96,6

95,8
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44

1,388

1,635

100,0

90,4

1,450

1,669

86,5

87,5

45

1,065

1,224

100,0

100,0

1,267

1,352

100,0

100,0

47

1,456

1,032

100,0

97,5

0,956

0,936

92,5

100,0

49

0,695

0,859

91,7

66,7

0,825

0,877

91,7

75,0

C:D,
PC:D
(RT)

P.
Nr.

CQ: D,
C:S, PC:D CQ:S,
CQ:D,
CQ:S, PC: PC: S
(RT)
PC:S (AR) PC:S (AR) S (RT)
(RT)

PCP: N,
PC: D
(AR)

PCP: P,
PC: D
(AR)

1

0,730

0,717

95,8

98,6

0,703

0,661

98,3

100,0

2

0,947

0,968

91,1

88,9

0,949

0,940

73,3

70,8

3

1,458

1,440

95,8

80,6

1,296

1,313

89,1

79,2

4

0,921

1,023

98,6

94,4

0,989

1,048

95,8

95,4

5

1,457

1,414

55,6

42,9

1,590

1,582

95,0

100,0

6

0,793

0,809

100,0

98,6

0,766

0,740

100,0

100,0

7

1,591

1,629

97,1

94,3

1,296

1,377

94,9

87,5

9

1,529

1,424

76,4

71,8

1,462

1,513

83,9

91,7

10

1,092

1,109

75,0

62,0

1,211

1,179

69,2

45,8

11

0,886

0,892

93,1

91,7

1,054

1,106

99,2

100,0

12

1,444

1,376

87,0

86,8

1,579

1,624

86,2

91,7

14

1,346

1,320

83,1

88,6

1,424

1,408

61,3

57,1

15

1,466

1,440

62,0

63,4

1,270

1,378

48,7

65,2

16

1,584

1,584

72,2

65,3

1,564

1,647

59,7

37,5

17

0,981

1,020

95,8

90,3

0,896

0,882

99,2

95,8

20

0,967

1,042

90,3

93,1

0,998

1,062

98,3

100,0

21

0,990

0,953

98,6

100,0

1,016

1,008

99,2

95,8

22

0,991

0,853

97,2

98,6

0,998

0,970

95,8

90,9

23

0,942

0,939

94,4

97,2

1,071

1,016

96,6

100,0

24

1,026

1,179

87,5

91,4

1,179

1,134

89,0

87,0

25

1,404

1,550

98,6

94,4

1,184

1,200

96,7

100,0

26

0,987

0,873

90,0

88,9

1,042

1,031

43,7

58,3

28

0,892

0,914

100,0

98,6

0,894

0,900

98,3

95,8

29

1,646

1,653

74,6

60,9

1,332

1,300

74,6

72,7

30

1,523

1,523

94,4

80,0

1,654

1,652

83,3

73,9

31

1,893

1,964

98,6

97,1

1,427

1,519

92,1

95,7

32

1,155

1,262

79,2

76,4

1,184

1,359

96,7

95,8

33

1,487

1,602

98,6

97,2

1,562

1,522

98,3

95,8

36

0,905

1,137

100,0

100,0

0,817

0,844

97,5

95,3

37

1,675

1,487

63,9

72,2

1,697

1,647

77,5

66,7

38

1,798

1,852

100,0

100,0

1,669

1,664

98,3

100,0

40

0,970

0,944

100,0

100,0

1,063

0,994

100,0

100,0

41

0,658

0,655

98,6

98,6

0,654

0,661

96,7

100,0

43

1,186

1,396

88,6

78,9

1,291

1,212

95,8

100,0

44

1,623

1,727

97,1

87,0

1,626

1,630

85,7

91,3

45

1,111

1,112

100,0

100,0

1,353

1,322

100,0

100,0
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47

1,127

1,134

95,8

100,0

0,931

0,948

97,5

75,0

49

0,865

0,783

76,4

65,3

0,860

0,872

90,0

83,3

P.
Nr.

PCP: N, PC: D PCP:P, PC:D
(RT)
(RT)

C: No,
PC: S (AR)

C:No,
PC:S (RT)

C:Yes,
PC:S (AR)

C: Yes,
PC: S (RT)

1

0,742

0,661

100,0

0,673

97,2

0,682

2

0,957

0,916

75,0

0,995

90,3

0,941

3

1,438

1,511

100,0

1,415

88,2

1,304

4

0,924

0,999

100,0

0,769

96,5

1,018

5

1,457

1,415

47,8

1,832

49,3

1,587

6

0,702

0,812

100,0

0,706

99,3

0,753

7

1,596

1,604

95,8

1,003

95,7

1,336

9

1,506

1,535

70,8

1,864

74,1

1,487

10

1,098

1,074

75,0

1,089

68,5

1,197

11

0,886

0,891

75,0

1,140

92,4

1,080

12

1,431

1,445

73,9

1,745

86,9

1,601

14

1,336

1,372

75,0

1,370

85,2

1,416

15

1,429

1,579

78,3

1,290

62,7

1,325

16

1,577

1,639

87,5

1,771

68,8

1,604

17

0,994

0,958

91,7

0,981

93,1

0,889

20

0,985

0,954

100,0

0,811

91,7

1,030

21

0,976

1,025

100,0

0,966

99,3

1,012

22

0,971

0,957

100,0

1,036

97,9

0,984

23

0,954

0,883

100,0

0,925

95,8

1,043

24

1,056

1,000

87,5

1,209

89,4

1,156

25

1,452

1,304

100,0

0,880

96,5

1,192

26

0,988

0,950

95,8

0,860

89,4

1,037

28

0,895

0,898

100,0

0,699

99,3

0,897

29

1,658

1,584

75,0

1,028

67,6

1,317

30

1,556

1,338

87,0

1,838

87,2

1,653

31

1,920

1,824

100,0

1,310

97,2

1,472

32

1,184

1,114

100,0

0,988

77,8

1,270

33

1,511

1,484

100,0

1,501

97,9

1,542

36

0,952

0,901

95,8

0,951

100,0

0,831

37

1,646

1,584

58,3

1,638

68,1

1,670

38

1,802

1,830

90,9

1,995

100,0

1,667

40

0,969

0,950

100,0

0,930

100,0

1,028

41

0,660

0,642

100,0

0,583

98,6

0,658

43

1,225

1,203

100,0

1,548

83,7

1,254

44

1,641

1,645

100,0

1,432

92,1

1,628

45

1,102

1,156

100,0

1,098

100,0

1,338

47

1,117

1,200

91,7

1,443

97,9

0,940

49

0,834

0,960

83,3

0,670

70,8

0,865
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APPENDIX 6: MASTER THESIS SUMMARY (IN SLOVENIAN
LANGUAGE)
(RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK MAGISTRSKE NALOGE V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU)

Vpliv harmoničnega konteksta na zaznavo razreda tonskih višin
UVOD
Glavne melodije skladb zahodne popularne glasbe so pogosto spremljane s harmonijami
raznih inštrumentov. Pravimo, da so umeščene v harmonični kontekst, ki ga opredeljujejo
običajne progresije akordov (prehajanje spremljave iz akorda v akord). V obstoječi literaturi
nam ni uspelo najti raziskav o tem, kako različne progresije akordov vplivajo na zaznavo
razreda tonskih višin, kar je razlog za predlagano študijo.
TEORETIČNA IZHODIŠČA
Ton ima dve komponenti: tonska višina (»pitch height«), ki definira pozicijo tona na
kontinuumu od visokega k nizkemu, in razred tonske višine (»pitch class«), ki definira
pozicijo tona znotraj oktave (Shepard, 1964). Toni, ki imajo enak razred tonske višine,
vzbujajo močno zaznavno podobnost (Nettl, 1956; Deutsch, 1999).
Tonska višina je procesirana na več nivojih. Prva analiza tonske višine se vrši v notranjem
ušesu v polžu, ki je odgovoren za spektralno analizo zvoka in informacije o frekvenčni sestavi
zvoka preko slušnega živca pošlje v možgane (Winter, 2005). V primarnem slušnem korteksu,
ki je tonotopično organiziran, se vrši nadaljnja analiza tonske višine. fMRI študija (Warren,
Uppenkamp, Patterson in Griffiths, 2003) je pokazala, da so za procesiranje tonske višine in
razreda tonske višine odgovorni različni predeli možganov.
Več raziskav kaže, da na zaznavo enakosti tonov vplivata harmonični in melodični kontekst
(Deutsch, 1974; Deutsch, 1982). Povečano število napak pri prepoznavanju enakosti dveh
zaporedno predstavljenih tonov enake tonske višine se pojavi, ko sta tona umeščena v različen
melodični kontekst (Deutsch, 1982). Ko sta tona različnega razreda tonske višine umeščena v
enak melodični kontekst, se poveča težnja, da bi jih ocenili kot tone z enakim razredom
tonske višine (Deutsch, 1982).
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Deutsch (1974) je pokazala tudi, da harmonični kontekst vpliva na zaznavo tonov kot funkcija
relacijskega konteksta. Udeleženci njene raziskave so primerjali dva zaporedno predstavljena
tona, ki sta bila spremljana s toni nižje tonske višine (harmonični kontekst). Zaključila je, da
kadar sta tona, ki se razlikujeta v razredu tonske višine, z nižje spremljanimi toni umeščena v
ekvivalentni relacijski kontekst, torej, ko se nižja tona, ki spremljata tona premakneta
vzporedno z njima in so relacije med njima ohranjene (nižji ton in ton ostaneta enako
oddaljena en od drugega), je težnja, da bi ju uvrstili v enak razred tonske višine, povečana.
Ko sta tona enaka, se pojavi več napak, kadar spremljajoča tona s primerjanima tonoma ne
ohranita enakega relacijskega konteksta.
Zaznavanje razreda tonske višine je pojav, za katerega so znanstveniki že nakazali, da je
občutljiv na harmonični kontekst, pri čemer obstoječe raziskave preučujejo predvsem točnost
prepoznavanja enakosti tonov (tonske višine), s čimer ne ločijo morebiti neodvisnega
prispevka pripadnosti razredu tonske višine. S predlagano raziskavo želimo poglobiti
razumevanje vpliva harmoničnega konteksta in specifično preveriti, kako različne progresije
akordov vplivajo na zaznavo razreda tonskih višin tudi v primeru različnih tonskih višin.
PROBLEM
Raziskave, izvedene na temo vpliva harmoničnega konteksta na zaznavo razreda tonskih
višin, so doslej uporabljale le okrnjen harmonični kontekst, saj je obsegal le en nizek
spremljevalni ton (npr. Deutsch, 1974), in niso ločevale vpliva tonske višine ter pripadnosti
razredu tonske višine. V načrtovani raziskavi želimo preveriti, kako ljudje prepoznavajo
razred tonske višine, kadar so toni predstavljeni brez harmoničnega konteksta in kadar so
umeščeni v harmonični kontekst, ki je pogosto prisoten v zahodni glasbeni kulturi (tipične
progresije durovih in molovih akordov).
CILJ in HIPOTEZE
Cilj predlagane raziskave je bil raziskati, ali (in kako) na zaznavo razreda tonske višine vpliva
harmonični kontekst. Za preverjanje tega so bile oblikovane naslednje hipoteze:
H1: Kadar sta zaporedno predstavljena tona istega razreda tonske višine umeščena v
harmonični kontekst, bodo udeleženci naredili več napak in imeli daljše reakcijske čase pri
presojanju enakosti razreda tonske višine kot ko sta tona predstavljena brez harmoničnega
konteksta.
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H2: Kadar sta zaporedno predstavljena tona istega razreda tonske višine umeščena v različen
harmonični kontekst (en ton z enim harmoničnim kontekstom, drug ton z drugim
harmoničnim kontekstom), bodo udeleženci naredili več napak in imeli daljše reakcijske čase
pri presojanju enakosti razreda tonske višine kot ko sta tona umeščena v enak harmonični
kontekst (glede na Deutsch, 1982; Deutsch, 1974).
H3: Kadar sta zaporedno predstavljena tona različnega razreda tonske višine umeščena v enak
harmonični kontekst, bodo udeleženci naredili več napak in imeli daljše reakcijske čase pri
presojanju enakosti razreda tonske višine kot ko sta tona umeščena v različen harmonični
kontekst (glede na Deutsch, 1982).
H4: Kadar sta zaporedno predstavljena tona istega razreda tonske višine umeščena v različen
harmonični kontekst, kjer je en ton spremljan z durovim akordom in drug ton z molovim
akordom, bodo udeleženci naredili več napak in imeli daljše reakcijske čase pri presojanju
enakosti razreda tonske višine kot kadar sta oba tona spremljana z durovim oz. molovim
akordom.
H5: Ko se spremljajoča akorda zaporedno predstavljenih tonov različnih tonskih višin
prestavita vzporedno s toni, tako da relacije med tonoma in spremljajočima akordoma
ostanejo enake, bodo udeleženci naredili več napak in imeli daljše reakcijske čase pri
presojanju enakosti razreda tonske višine kot kadar razmerja med toni niso ohranjena (glede
na Deutsch, 1974).
METODA
Raziskovalna tema je temeljila na empirični metodologiji. Kot podlaga je služila metoda,
predstavljena v teoretičnih izhodiščih, ki jo je zasnovala Deutsch (1974), vendar s
spremembami, ki so vidne v nadaljevanju.
Udeleženci
V raziskavi je sodelovalo 19 glasbenikov, ki se glasbeno izobražujejo oz. so končali glasbeno
izobraževanje na univerzitetni ravni in so bili na program sprejeti na podlagi testa
nadarjenosti, ter 19 ne-glasbenikov, ki imajo manj kot eno leto formalne glasbene izobrazbe.
Merski instrument in postopek zbiranja podatkov
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Eksperiment je bil sestavljen iz dveh delov, v katerih sta dva zaporedoma predstavljena tona
istega razreda tonskih višin (zamaknjena za oktavo) ali dva tona različnega razreda tonskih
višin (zamaknjena za čisto kvinto) bila predstavljena v dveh pogojih:
a) brez harmoničnega konteksta (tona sta bila predstavljena brez spremljave),
b) s harmoničnim kontekstom (vsak ton je spremljal tudi durov ali molov kvintakord).
Udeleženci raziskave so ugotavljali, ali imata prvi in drugi ton enak razred tonske višine ali
različnega. Beležili smo reakcijske čase in pogostost pravilnih odgovorov.
Znotraj pogoja s harmoničnim kontekstom smo pri identifikaciji enakosti razredov tonskih
višin dveh zaporedno predstavljenih tonov istega ali različnega razreda tonske višine
spremljali še naslednje pogoje:
-

enakost konteksta (enak / drugačen),

-

paralelnost progresij konteksta (paralelna progresija / ne-paralelna progresija),

-

enakost kakovosti akordov (enaka: dur-dur, mol-mol / različna: dur-mol, mol-dur).

V pogoju brez harmoničnega konteksta smo uporabili dve kombinaciji tonov (enak razred
tonske višine, različen razred tonske višine), v pogoju s harmoničnim kontekstom pa 24
kombinacij akordov in tonov (12 za tona z enakim razredom tonske višine in 12 za tona z
drugačnim razredom tonske višine). Ob upoštevanju zaporedja smo preizkušnjo izvedli v 52
različnih kombinacijah pogojev, za vsako kombinacijo smo opravili 6 meritev.
Toni so v delu brez harmoničnega konteksta bili predstavljeni na naslednji način: prvi
poskusni ton, tišina, drugi poskusni ton. V delu s harmoničnim kontekstom pa smo
osredotočanje na poskusni ton zagotovili tako, da smo prvi poskusni ton predstavili dvakrat,
najprej samega, nato še v kontekstu akorda. Dolžina tonov je bila 1100 milisekund, zamiki
med njimi pa 900 milisekund.
Podatki so bili zbrani v tihi sobi, kjer so udeleženci nemoteno prisostvovali eksperimentu.
Udeleženci so zvoke poslušali s slušalkami Sennheiser (HD 280 pro), glasnost zvokov je bila
prilagojena njihovim željam. Eksperiment je bil napisan v programskem jeziku Python in
izvajan s pomočjo računalnika HP (Pavilion dv6) s sistemom Windows 7 Home Premium.
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Obdelave podatkov
Zbrani podatki so bili obdelani v programu SPSS. Za preverjanje hipotez glede pravilnosti
odgovorov smo uporabili binomsko logistično regresijo, izračunano v okviru splošnega
linearnega modela (»generalized linear model«), saj so odgovori glede pravilnosti bili
binomskega tipa (isti razred tonske višine / različni razred tonske višine). Za preverjanje
hipotez glede reakcijskih časov smo uporabili analizo varianc.
Interdisciplinarnost
Obravnavana tema je v svoji osnovi multidisciplinarne narave, saj posega tako na področje
psihologije zaznavanja, akustike, nevrologije procesiranja slušnih dražljajev kot sistematične
muzikologije.
REZULTATI IN DISKUSIJA
Cilj študije je bil raziskati ali (in kako) harmonični kontekst vpliva na zaznavo razredov
tonskih višin.
Glede splošnega vpliva harmoničnega konteksta smo ugotovili, da prisotnost harmoničnega
konteksta zmanjša točnost in hitrost presojanja enakosti razredov tonskih višin (v
nadaljevanju RTV) (ne glede na enak ali različen razred tonske višine) samo pri glasbenikih.
Možen razlog za to je obširni glasbeni trening in vsakodnevna izpostavljenost glasbi
glasbenikov, zaradi česar so bolj občutljivi na harmonični kontekst kot ne-glasbeniki. Druga
možna razlaga je zaradi treninga prepoznavanja intervalov glasbenikov, saj le ta navadno
poteka v odsotnosti harmoničnega konteksta.
Glede vpliva različnih tipov harmoničnega konteksta smo ugotovili, da kadar sta tona z istim
RTV postavljena v enak kontekst, udeleženci točneje in hitreje prepoznavajo enakost njunih
RTV, kot kadar sta umeščena v različen kontekst. Kadar sta tona z različnim RTV umeščena
v enak kontekst, udeleženci pri prepoznavanju enakosti delajo več napak in njihovi reakcijski
časi so daljši, kot kadar sta umeščena v enak kontekst. Razlike med točnostjo in hitrostjo
prepoznavanja enakosti tonov različnih RTV, ko sta tona predstavljena v paralelnem in neparalelnem kontekstu, niso bile opazne.
Glede na te rezultate sklepamo, da posamezniki ton in kontekst zaznavajo kot celoto in da
napačne odgovore in daljše reakcijske čase pri nalogi prepoznavanja enakosti RTV
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opredeljuje neskladnost ujemanja RTV tonov in konteksta. Odgovori so pravilnejši in hitrejši,
kadar je odnos med kontekstoma enak odnosu med RTV tonov (konteksta sta enaka in RTV
tonov sta enaka; konteksta sta različna in RTV tonov sta različna). Odgovori so počasnejši in
več napak se pojavlja, kadar je odnos med kontekstoma različen odnosu med RTV tonov
(konteksta sta enaka, a RTV tonov sta različna; konteksta sta različna, RTV tonov sta enaka).
Ta razlaga je skladna tudi z našimi nadaljnjimi rezultati glede vpliva prisotnosti različnih
tipov kontekstov (enak in različni). Pokazali smo, da pri presojanju enakosti RTV, glasbeniki
dosegajo slabše rezultate, kadar sta tona enakih RTV predstavljena v različnem kontekstu, kot
kadar sta predstavljena brez konteksta. Ne-glasbeniki dosegajo višje rezultate, kadar sta tona,
ki imata isti RTV predstavljena v enakem kontekstu, kot kadar sta predstavljena brez
konteksta.
Ugotovili smo tudi, da udeleženci delajo več napak, kadar sta tona enakega RTV umeščena v
kontekst različne kakovosti akordov, kot ko sta v kontekstu enake kakovosti akordov. Možna
razlaga je, da sprememba vzdušja, ki ga menjava akorda prinese (durovi akordi so asociirani s
pozitivnim vzdušjem; molovi akordi z žalostnim), povzroči da imajo udeleženci težave pri
presojanju enakosti RTV.
Ne nazadnje smo ugotovili še, da glasbeniki nalogo v splošnem opravljajo s krajšimi
reakcijskimi časi in manjšim številom napak, kar pripisujemo obsežnemu glasbenemu
treningu glasbenikov.
ZAKLJUČEK
Večina raziskav s področja psihologije zaznavanja je posvečena vizualni zaznavi. Naša
raziskava daje vpogled, kako človekov kognitivni aparat obdeluje slušne dražljaje, kadar so ti
predstavljeni v glasbenem kontekstu.
Raziskava je omogočila ločeno oceno zaznave prepoznavanja enakosti razreda tonske višine,
neodvisno od tonske višine, ter podala nov vidik razumevanja zaznavanja razredov tonskih
višin v harmoničnem kontekstu.
Izsledke raziskave je mogoče aplicirati tudi v glasbeno prakso, in sicer kot slušni trening
prepoznavanja intervalov ob harmoničnem kontekstu.
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